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First Goal Reached!
recognizes nursing’s contributions to
the citizens of Connecticut. While most
people who are interested in purchasing
the specialty plate are nurses, it can be
purchased by any Connecticut resident who
wishes to recognize and support the efforts
of nurses and nursing in the state.
We’ve entered Phase II and are now in
the process of collecting application forms
and money for the purchase of the specialty
plates. Once we’ve received the first 400
applications and checks, we can submit
them to the DMV. From that point, it will
take 2 to 3 months to receive your plate. The
sooner we have the completed applications
and checks – the sooner the plates will be
available for your car.
This specialty license plate would make
a great gift for recent graduates. It is a gift
that will recognize their achievement and
Rita Bonczek, APRN, MS, CRRN-A, a gift that will keep giving as each plate
CS, chairperson of Connecticut Nurses’ purchased results in a donation of $20 to the
Foundation’s License Plate Project signs Foundation.
off on sample “Celebrate Nursing” license
Questions about this program? Please
plate.
contact Carolyn Squires at 203-238-1207 x
10 or email at membership@ctnurses.org.
The Connecticut Nurses’ Foundation Also visit our website, www.ctnurses.org,
(CNF) has reached its first goal - obtaining click on Connecticut Nurses’ Foundation,
400 names for the special interest license then CNF Specialty License Plate Program.
plate project. Phase I is completed! The
project was started in 2003 as a way to
support nursing scholarships and other CNF
initiatives.
Staff and volunteers from CNF and CNA
have solicited interest in the specialty plate
in many venues throughout Connecticut.
The license plate celebrates nursing and

Capitol in Summer, Linda DeConti

General Assembly
Completing Work

Many nursing issues
addressed; many
outcomes still not known
By Polly T. Barey, RN, MS
With less than a month left in the 2007
legislative session, Connecticut Nurses’
Association’s members, staff and lobbyists
continue to ensure that nursing’s voice
is heard in the clamor of the last days.
The pace of the activities and the need
for continual monitoring make this time
especially important as the session winds
down.
Nursing priorities have been raised and
discussed, and some decisions have been
made, although outcomes on several of the
priority bills will not be known until after
this issue of CNN goes to press. Even with
bills that have passed both the House and the
Senate and the session officially ending on
June 6, there can still be up to 15 days before
the governor has to sign the legislation.
As expected, particularly in what is
called a “long session,” thousands of bills
have been introduced. Many of these have
already died with no action taken on them.
Others that are duplicate concepts have been
consolidated into one bill or are actually
used to be the carrier for another concept.
The process does get complicated at times as
there isn’t a straight route for many bills.
As we keep our Civics 101 courses
in mind, we remember that anyone, any
organization or business or any coalition
CONTINUED ON PAGE 26
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President’s Message
By Margaret Flinter, APRN, MSN, BC

Posting number 7:
What brings us together, what keeps
us apart
Have you ever wondered what the
rewards are for taking on a leadership role
in the Connecticut Nurses’ Association?
I can tell you that they are many, varied,
and rich. You’ve read my thoughts on the
rewards of leadership in CNA over the past
18 months.
I haven’t said so much about what
keeps me awake at night since taking on
the presidency. This seems like a good
time to talk about those big questions that
one ponders in the depths of the pre-dawn
hours: What brings us together as nurses?
What keeps us apart? What pulls people
to membership and participation in the
association? What drives them away? How
does a small board and smaller staff speak
for 1,000 members -- and 52,000 nurses -and ensure we do it with integrity, foresight,

change to the advanced practice section of
the Nurse Practice Act. Many other bills
that CNA has testified on, from universal
access to school health centers to universal
health insurance, remain in play. All told,
CNA provided testimony—often with your
CNA board/volunteers spending the day at
the Capitol lobbying legislators, meeting
with our colleagues, and waiting our turn
to testify. We have been about the business
of creating the future nurses want, and the
public needs.
I know nurses in Connecticut appreciate
and respect this work. But is it compelling
enough to encourage you to join? Is
something missing? Increasingly, I think
that we must create more opportunity for
local, social, conversational, and colleaguial
interaction. Once a year at convention is not
enough. As I move into the last six months
of my term, that’s the message I am taking
to the board.
In my circle of friends and community
outside of my profession, I find incredible
commitment to the global issue of

“Let me say that the work CNA does is intensely
compelling, but often not seen by nurses as they
engage with their practice and their lives.”
Margaret Flinter
courage, and sensitivity to the diversity of
our profession?
The answers are occasionally clear but so
often elusive and sometimes contradictory.
I have tracked our membership closely over
the last two years: the joiners, the dropouts, the geographic membership clusters.
The board has often taken it upon itself to
call those of you “in grace” (great term!)
or non-renewing to ask you why, and to
ask you to consider re-joining. Many of
you have. Meanwhile, an entire cohort of
new members has emerged in response to
CNA’s intense focus on the environment and
environmental health issues. Clearly, this is
an area that many nurses feel passionately
committed to and it’s no surprise that nurses
are among the first health-care groups to
“connect the dots” and see environmental
concerns as central to the concerns of
nursing. Most speak of membership as their
professional responsibility.
Why not membership?
In the spirit of pure curiosity, I’ve taken
to asking non-member nurses, why aren’t
you a CNA member? In different words, it
seems to be that each person tells me he/she
just hasn’t found his/her own compelling
reason to do so. I respect that. Let me
say that the work CNA does is intensely
compelling, but often not seen by nurses
as they engage with their practice and
their lives. Compelling indeed. As we go
to press, we are very confident that the
bill CNA has championed for more than a
decade will be passed this year, and with
it will come a much more professional,
humane, rationale approach to impaired
health care professionals. It will also give
us a long term collaborative relationship
with our colleagues in medicine, dentistry,
and other professions. I personally remain
optimistic that we will accomplish a rational

sustainability, much of it prompted by
the threat of global warming. In these
circles, the recurring theme is that our
perspective will be global, but our actions
for a sustainable, meaningful, renewable
future will be increasingly local. Perhaps
there is a truth in this for nursing and an
organizing strategy for CNA as well.
Let’s focus on local gatherings
The direction I’m suggesting to our
CNA board is that we focus on regional
and community gatherings. Those patients
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in conversation about issues of concern
to nursing and the patients we serve. The
conversation went far beyond the clinical
issues to talk about systems, communities,
poverty, education, and the political issues
that affect the health of our patients.
The issues are difficult; the pleasure of
conversing with other nurses about our
approach to those issues was pure pleasure.
Building CNA from the grass roots
provides a base for welcoming new
members of the nursing profession, sustains
and supports us in mid-careers, and creates
a vehicle for learning from our nursing
elders. It allows us to stand on each others
shoulders, creating the “old boy/old girl”
networks that reach out to help advance
careers, create opportunity, and exert
influence. Sound good? Let’s see what we
can do with that.
Let me close with my most sincere
congratulations to the hundreds of
newly graduating nurses who will toss
mortarboards into the air at graduation
ceremonies across the state as they earn
their first degrees in nursing. We know
you will perform splendidly on the Boards,
earn the RN license, join our ranks, and
impress us with your brilliance and skill
(ok, maybe not on the first day!) Every
one of us remembers our first positions

“Increasingly, I think that we must create more
opportunity for local, social, conversational, and
colleaguial interaction. Once a year at convention is
not enough. As I move into the last six months of my
term, that’s the message I am taking to the board.”
Margaret Flinter
who are at the center of our work and
commitment live in our towns, cities and
rural areas. That’s where we live, too. Local
gatherings of nurses, under CNA auspices,
have the potential to identify common
concerns among nurses and at the same time
bind us more effectively to understand the
needs of our patients. This point was driven
home to me during our annual meeting
of the nurses of the Community Health
Center, Inc., who practice in our sites across
Connecticut. Nurses representing practice
areas as diverse as family practice, HIV
care management, child psychiatry, and
chronic disease management; nurses who
are LPNs, APRNs, RNs, and PhDs engaged
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as registered nurses with intense clarity,
and we promise as a profession to support
you in yours. Congratulations as well to
the hundreds receiving advanced degrees;
we need you in so many areas. A recent
issue of Health Affairs tells us that the
projected nursing shortage has been revised
slightly downwards (but still a crisis) due
to the numbers of individuals entering
the profession in their late 20s and early
30s, often after considerable educational
preparation and professional experience in
another area. We welcome the second-career
nurses. We welcome everyone, as I have
said before, with the intellect, commitment,
and compassion for nursing practice.

Connecticut Nursing News (CNN) is published
quarterly by the Connecticut Nurses’
Association (CNA). Corporate and editorial
offices are located in Meriden, Connecticut.
All material received becomes the property
of CNA. CNA assumes no responsibility
for loss or damage to unsolicited articles,
photographs or other material received.
Annual subscription: $30.00. Connecticut
Nursing News reserves the right to edit all
materials for clarity and space requirements.
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Connecticut Nurses Support
Hartford Diaper
Affordable Housing
Bank Update

By Shirley Girouard, RN, PhD, FAAN
Earlier this year, the Connecticut Nurses’
Association (CNA) joined in partnership
with HomeConnecticut to promote
affordable housing in our state. CNA is the
only health care professional organization
on the steering committee that includes
leaders in business, banking, academia, land
use, housing and government who have
come together to address this concern.
The board of directors endorsed this
collaboration as it supports CNA’s mission
to influence factors affecting the health of
the people of Connecticut and our vision
to help to create the future the public
needs. Our involvement, and support of
SB 1057- the CT program for economic
growth, derives from our concern for the
health of those in our state and the ability to
attract and retain health care professionals
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in Connecticut.
As nurses, we are well aware of the
importance of safe and affordable housing
and its role in health and well-being for the
clients and patients we serve. CNA is also
concerned about those in the health care
workforce who have a difficult time living in
our state because of high housing costs. This
includes, for example, the new nurse with
significant educational debt just starting her
professional career. The professional nurse
and others in the health care workforce
may leave our state and thus, contribute
to the growing shortage of health care
workers. According to data compiled by
Home Connecticut, our state loses a higher
percentage of 25-34 year olds than any other
state. Housing costs in Connecticut have
risen 64% since 2000 while wages have
increased less than 20%.
SB 1057, presently being considered
by the legislature, would help to address
this situation through a voluntary programs
that provides towns control over future
housing and provides incentives to towns
to work with developers to provide
affordable housing in their communities.
For additional information, contact
www.HOMEConnecticut.org.
If you are interested in becoming more
active on this issue or would like to facilitate
this effort for CNA, please contact us at
info@ctnurses.org.

Thank you to all who donated diapers!
We’ve received over 2000 diapers from the
wonderful nurses in Connecticut.
Please Visit Our New Website:
www.hartforddiaperbank.com
• Mayor Perez Rising Star Program
donated $500.00 and this will be an annual
donation
• Windsor High School donated over 500
diapers through their Child Development
Program
• Special thank you to Nurse Nelson
from Guilford who donated 508 diapers
• Nurse Roy donated over 400 diapers
• Hartford Diaper Bank received
Community Project Award from University
of Hartford
Since our last writing we have collected
over 3000 diapers and
distributed to over 25 families!
More Coming…
• Bill 756 – Diaper Bill has been
approved for $300,00 grant to New Haven
Diaper Bank for expansion into Bridgeport
and name change to Connecticut Diaper
Bank
• Hartford & Bridgeport will coordinate
with New Haven Diaper Bank to become
satellite offices
• Family Life Education, Inc. has become

part of the collaborative in Hartford and has
placed the Hartford Diaper Bank under their
umbrella to accept monetary donations.
Thank you to you all…..
”Babies Need Diapers”
Sharon M. Gauthier RN.MSN
860-798-1910
sharon@hartforddiaperbank.com
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School Nurses Face Big Challenges, Gather Big Rewards
Eileen Murphy was naturally anxious
about starting her fragile daughter in a
new school, Tootin’ Hills Elementary in
Simsbury. Cristin Murphy Zink has a rare,
life-threatening metabolic disease that
means she requires tube feeding and other
specialized care every day. “She had to
be safe,” Murphy remembers thinking. As
soon as the mother met school nurse Diane
Pomarico, she knew that Cristin would be.
Pomarico came to the family’s home
before the school year began to map out
a plan for Cristin’s health care during
the school day. She made sure she had
all the current information on Cristin’s
care. The family had just moved from
San Diego. Even though Cristin would
have an aide with her during the day who
was also a registered nurse, Pomarico took
responsibility for everything from training
other staff in Cristin’s needs to administering
her tube feeding twice a day. “Because she
handled the medical side so smoothly, that
blended into background,” says Murphy. So
Cristin was seen by the rest of the school
community as a student, not a patient.
Pomarico, like most health care
providers, had never seen Cristin’s disease.
So she did extensive research and talked
with specialists in California and Boston
who had cared for the girl. She matched
her technical knowledge with empathy for
Cristin. For example, she was careful to
make Cristin’s tube feedings a pleasant
and normal part of the girl’s day. Cristin
referred to mealtime as her “chat with Mrs.

staff, such as heart attacks. Most school
nurses practice alone, so the role calls for a
great deal of independent judgment. “You
have to be prepared for it, and you have
to be knowledgeable,” says Pomarico. The
rewards are tremendous, she adds, most
notably, the thank yous school nurses get
from their young charges. “You do get a lot
of that day-to-day gratification,” she says.
She has now moved on to a position
at Johnson Memorial Hospital in infection
control, the field she concentrated on in her
education. But her office walls, she says,
are covered with pictures of children from
Tootin’ Hills.

RN/LPN
Cristin Zink hugs her former school nurse and friend Diane Pomarico.
Pomarico”.
The fifth grade at Tootin’ Hills goes on
an annual three-night trip to Camp Jewel.
Cristin had never spent the night away from
her parents at that point. The school nurse
volunteered to go along on the trip so that
Cristin could participate. “I really wanted
to go,” Pomarico remembers. She also
remembers that it was “great to see Cristin
participate. She just shone.”
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Murphy, backed by the Simsbury
School System, nominated Pomarico for
a Nightingale Award for Excellence in
Nursing after reading about the event in
a newspaper article. “She deserves some
recognition,” the grateful mother says. In
San Diego, there were no school nurses in
Cristin’s preschool programs. Her mother
describes the resulting health situation as
“chaotic.” She wanted to call attention
to the complex tasks that school nurses
perform – far more than the stereotype of
taking temperatures and handing out Band
Aids.
Tootin’ Hills has a program for autistic
children while Pomarico was school nurse
there. Pomarico said that school nurses
deal with a growing number of children
with complex medical issues. They also
address child abuse, food allergies and
sometimes even adult issues among the

Connecticut Health
Facilities, Skilled Nursing
Homes located in
Suffield, Southport,
and Greenwich,
Connecticut currently
has positions available
to join our nursing staff.
Excellent wage and
benefit package.
Applicants please apply to

KIM STANTON,
Human Resources
Director 860-668-6111
kim@tsh.necoxmail.com
EOE
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Safe Patient Handling Program: One Institution’s Experience
By Vivienne E. Friday, MSN, RN
Musculoskeletal injuries resulting from
patient handling are high among healthcare workers. Nurses and nursing personnel
are especially vulnerable because they
perform high-risk patient handling tasks -transferring, lifting, repositioning, bathing,
dressing or turning patient in bed -- in
high-risk patient care areas. When these
tasks are performed repeatedly on residents
who are dependent, have contractures, are
unable to comprehend instructions, become
agitated or combative during care due to
the discomfort of being moved, the risks of
musculoskeketal injuries increase.
These characteristics are common
among residents in nursing homes, rendering
caregivers in these settings more vulnerable
to injuries. But studies confirm that the
implementation of Safe Patient Handling
and Movement Programs in health-care
settings significantly reduces and prevents
incidents of musculoskeletal injuries among
caregivers.
This article describes the implementation
and positive outcome of a Safe Patient
Handling and Movement Program at
Kimberly Hall North, a long-term care
facility owned and operated by Genesis
Health Care Corporation. This facility has
a 150-bed capacity and a nursing staff close
to 100.
The decision to implement the Safe
Patient Handling and Movement Program was
based on such factors as the overwhelming
evidence from research, confirming
significant reduction in care-related injures
and health-care costs (removed comma)
associated with implementing the Safe
Patient Handling and Movement Program;
and reducing and preventing the increasing
number of resident handling related injuries,
and ultimately reducing health-care costs.
Information from the regional risk
management department confirmed that a
“safe lift” pilot program was implemented in
1998 in 10 centers throughout the company,
including Kimberly Hall North. In this
program, additional transfer equipment
was provided. While initial results were
quite positive, with a 57% decrease in
claims the first year, the decrease was
more modest over the next two years (22%
and 9% respectively). It was clear that
having equipment alone was not effective
in reducing injuries (including transfer
related injuries) and health-care costs. A
major paradigm shift from ineffective to
more effective methods was needed. The
implementation of a Safe Patient Handling
and Movement program was a matter
of “doing the right thing,” according to
Donna LaBombard, regional safety and risk
manager for the North Eastern region.
Components of the Program
With this new approach, Genesis Health
Care Corporation made sure the necessary
infrastructure was in place to support the
smooth implementation of the program.
These included:
• No-lift policy
• Patient handling equipment (new,
improved and adequate number)
• Education and training on the use of
the equipment
• A resident specific patient handling
assessment protocol
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• Train the trainer team
• Lift coordinator
• Ongoing monitoring of staff
compliance
To further guarantee its success during
the planning and implementation of the
program, two companies, Prevent, Inc.
and Invacare, were incorporated. Invacare
supplied the equipment, while Prevent,
Inc. provided training and oversight of the
program. This was a smart move by the
organization’s decision makers, who were
willing to invest in acquiring the necessary
equipment, but lacked all the expertise
needed to implement the program.
Stage One: Orientation to the
Program
During this initial phase, the overall
program goals, staff roles and responsibilities
were communicated at several meetings and
in-services. The goals were to:
• Avoid manual lifting of patient,
• Perform safe patient handling using
assistive equipment and devices,
• Reduce musculoskeletial disorders and
decrease healthcare cost.
Although nursing personnel were
the primary users of the Safe Patient
Handling and Movement equipment, an
interdisciplinary team approach was
initiated, to ensure that all aspects of
the program was managed successfully.
Persons from every department, except the
therapeutic recreation and dietary, were
directly involved with the program. The
staff development coordinator assumed the
role of educator and lift coordinator. She
the entire program, assisted with the initial
training of registered nurses and nursing
aides, and conducted or supervised the
training or retraining of all newly hired,
and existing nursing staff, respectively. One
of her major responsibility was to ensure
100% compliance in caregiver training and
resident ergonomic assessment.
Unit managers and charge nurses
monitored and reinforced the “no lift”
policy and procedure, and assess the lift/
transfer and repositioning status of each
resident on admission, quarterly and with
a change in condition. Rehabilitation staffs
provided guidance to nurses on the transfer
status of residents. They were especially
helpful in clarifying residents’ transfer
status whenever there was uncertainty or a
change in condition.
Staff from the maintenance department
was assigned to conduct monthly inspection
of the equipment and have defects repaired
or replaced in a timely manner, as well as
identify convenient and accessible holding
areas for transfer equipment. Easy access
to equipment encourages greater staff
compliance so caregivers are more likely to
use it. Cleaning and the correct distribution
of slings were assigned to the laundry
department. Social workers communicated
the Safe Patient Handling and Movement
policy and procedure to residents and
families, while a representative from the
Human Resources Department reports
employee incidents to the risk management
company. The initial assessment of all
residents was also done during this phase,
and a sticker system was used to identify
residents’ transfer status. Data gathered
from the assessment was likewise used
in determining the types and quantity of

Photo shows the Total Lift (made by Invacare) used to transfer residents who cannot
assist with the process. It is used to transfer from bed to chair and chair to bed, or
when on the floor. On the L is Carlene Brown and the R is Avril Brown – both are
certified nursing assistants (CNAs) and are completing their annual competency.
Vivienne Friday, RN, MSN, the patient, is on the bed.
equipment to be purchased.
Stage
2:
Training
and
Implementation.
A system to ensure the initial and
ongoing training of all nursing staff was
instituted. First, “Train the Trainers”
were identified and trained. These were
registered nurses and nursing aides who
demonstrated a willingness to be trained
and work with others. After training, they
became the team that assisted the staff
development coordinator with the ongoing
training of all nursing staff. Next, direct
caregivers received hands-on training on
the use of the Sit to Stand and Total lifts.
Six weeks later, staff received hands-on
training on the use of the Gait Belt and
Ergo Slide. In this way, staff were given
adequate time to gain competency in using
each piece of equipment. Annual mandatory
retraining also is conducted to ensure that
staff remained competent in using the
equipment. Infrequent users of the transfer
equipment are especially grateful for the
annual retraining. “I am happy for this
training; I tend to forget how to use the
lifts,” said one night supervisor.
Stage Three: Maintenance and
Program Outcome
Achieving competency in all areas of
the program, as well as sustaining the
zeal and enthusiasm, was the focus of this
stage. Although all nursing staff received
education and training, individual mastery
was achieved at different pace. Various
teaching strategies were utilized to help the
staff achieve proficiency. For example, some
persons received additional training from
the training team, while others received cues
from flyers posted at strategic locations.
By involving staff members in training
their peers, trainers were empowered and
motivated to contribute to the success of the
program. In addition to their involvement in
training, they were called upon to assist in
the residents’ ergonomic evaluation. These

Carlene Brown, a certified nursing
assistant (CNA) is shown with Vivienne
Friday, using a Sit to Stand lift (made by
Invacare) used to transfer residents in a
standing position. Brown is a Train –theTrainer and was performing her annual
competency.
trainers became strong advocates for safe
patient handling and movement. They were
a major source of positive influence to their
peers, and helped to creating a “culture of
safety’ for both residents and staff.
During the first year of the company’s
Best Practice survey, staff compliance
increased from 85% on the first occasion,
to 100% by the third audit. The number of
patient transfer-related incidents declined by
100 %. Consequently, the company realized
a 100% savings of injury related health-care
cost (See Appendix A and B for complete
proofs). Patient handling incidents declined
by more than 50%, while the health-care
costs for these injuries decreased by more
than 75%. In addition to staff receiving
fewer injuries, these injuries were also less
severe. Safe resident handling results to
date in centers where the program is fully
implemented report a 26% reduction in the
frequency of injuries and a 42% reduction
in severity, with minor differences each
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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Appendix A: Number of transfer related
injuries before (2003) and after (20042005) the SPH&M Program (Prevent, Appendix B: Cost of transfer related
Inc., 2006). Average claim per employee injuries before (2003) and after (2004was $13,500
2005) the SPH&M Program (Prevent,
Inc., 2006).
month.
The staff expressed satisfaction with at high risk for receiving musculoskeletal
the program, as evidenced by some of injuries while performing high-risk patient
their comments on the customer satisfaction handling tasks. Implementation of a Safe
survey:
Patient Handling and Movement Program
“No-lift policy saved our backs.”
will increase patient safety, improve the
“Thank you Genesis Health Care for health and safety of nurses and other healthcaring about us.”
care workers, and reduce health-care costs.
“Every long-term-care facility should
have this program.”
Nurses and other health-care workers are

Nursing Specialties
PsychiatricMental Health
Nursing
Newly Revised Psychiatric-Mental
Scope and Standards Now Available
Psychiatric-Mental Health: Scope and
Standards of Practice, the latest addition
to ANA’s library of nursing specialty
publications, reflects the immense changes
in mental health care since the last edition in
2000. Again co-published with the American
Psychiatric Nurses Association and the
International Society of Psychiatric-Mental
Health Nurses, the book details nursing’s
leading edge in a critical healthcare arena.
Psychiatric-mental health nursing
is a specialized area of nursing practice
committed to promoting mental health
through the assessment, diagnosis, and
treatment of human responses to mental
health problems and psychiatric disorders.
This core mental health profession employs
a purposeful use of self as its art and a
wide range of rapidly evolving nursing,
psychosocial, and neurobiological theories
and research evidence as its science.
A foundational volume, PsychiatricMental Health: Scope and Standards of
Practice articulates the essentials of
psychiatric-mental health nursing, its
activities and accountabilities—the who,
what, when, where, and how of practice—at
all practice levels and settings. Delineating
a body of knowledge and an advanced set
of applied nursing skills, this book reflects
the diverse activities in which psychiatricmental health nurses are engaged and serves
them in their clinical practice, education,
research, and community service. While the
emphasis on advanced practice is new to this
edition, the book remains a core resource for
all nurses who have chosen to focus their
professional life in this area. (It is also a key
reference for several certification exams of
the American Nurses Credentialing Center.)
Go to: http://nursingworld.org/books/phome.
cfm or call 1-800-637-0323.
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Nursing
Education
Nursing Educators Note…
New IOM Book and CD-ROM: ANA
Focuses on Quality Issues for Classroom
and Clinical Education
In 1999, the Institute of Medicine (IOM)
began publishing a series of technical
reports on quality and health care that made
an enormous and lasting influence on the
healthcare sector with regard to improved
patient safety, higher quality of care, and
reduced errors. ANA’s newly published book
by, Anita Finkelman, MSN, RN and Carole
Kenner, DNS, RNC, FAAN, Teaching IOM:
Implications of the IOM Reports for Nursing
Education synthesizes twelve of these
reports. It focuses on nursing education
strategies and the core competencies derived
from these reports and documentation and
how to use the reports in the classroom. The
companion CD-ROM provides additional
material for incorporating IOM reports
content into curricula and teaching-learning
experiences, Power Point presentations, a
sample exam of the critical elements of
this content, and an extensive reference and
reading list to complement the one in the
book.
Nursing faculty can use this as a teaching
tool to discuss contemporary issues with
graduate or undergraduate students. These
include identifying work redesign in terms
of integration of technology; addressing
patient safety, quality, and national quality
indicators, using electronic medical records
and documentation, and funding from
research, education, and health policy
agencies and professional organizations.
Clinical educators will find the book useful
to update nurses as to the why dramatic
changes are taking place in their work
environment.
For more information, go to www.
nursesbooks.org or call 1-800-637-0323.
TCAB School of Nursing Partnerships
Strengthen Communications Between
Education and Practice
Transforming Care at the Bedside
(TCAB), a joint program of the Robert
Wood Johnson Foundation (RWJF) and the
Institute for Healthcare Improvement, is
helping to empower nurses and other staff
to develop, test and implement changes that
will improve care on medical / surgical units.
Ten hospitals that are participating in TCAB
have formed strategic partnerships with 14
nursing schools to better prepare students
for leadership roles in quality and safety
initiatives once they enter the workforce.
The TCAB School of Nursing Partnerships
initiative is designed to strengthen nursing
education around quality and safety and
bolster the leadership skills of future nurses.
To learn more about RWJF’s efforts in
the area of transforming the quality of
nursing care at the patient’s bedside go to:
http://www.rwjf.org/
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Public Health Nursing
Ever Thought About The Specialty Connecticut Department of Public
Health Launches Initiative to
of Public Health Nursing?
Promote Public Health Nurses

Public health nursing is the practice
of promoting and protecting the health
of populations using knowledge from
nursing, social, and public health sciences.
Connecticut’s public health nurses work in
a variety of settings as you will see from the
following articles.
Forum Celebrates Public Health
Nursing
Distinguishing Public Health Nurses
and the People We Serve
The annual meeting of the Connecticut
Association of Public Health Nurses
(CAPHN) was held on May 3, 2007.
Representatives from local and state health
departments/districts, community based
organizations, academia, and other not-forprofit agencies attended the conference.
The meeting included election of officers,
committee reports and a program panel of
four talented public health nurses.
The panel participants were Laurie
St. John, RN, MSN from VNA Health
Care, Inc (Hartford/Waterbury), Kaydee
Schmidt, RN, MPH, MS, past president of
the Massachusetts Association of Public
Health Nurses, Melanie Smith, RN, MSN,
PNP, from East Hartford (CT) School Based
Health Center, and Nancy Beaudry, RN,
COHN from the Northeast Health District,
Pomfret, CT.
Laurie St. John shared a historical
overview of public health nursing
focusing on the development of services
in CT, particularly Hartford. She presented
information on current services offered
by VNA Health Care highlighting the
telemonitoring program for disease
management of patients in the home and
services to prevent falls at home.
Kaydee Schmidt reviewed a 2005
survey in Massachusetts of public health
nurses. The survey is premised on the fact
that nurses are the largest segment of the
public health workforce, that data is key
to documenting the future of public health
and to begin to address a plan in light
of the nursing shortage. The survey had
responses which represented 83% of the
state population and included data such as
51% of the public health nurses have a BSN
or higher and the mean salary rate is about
$27/hour with a range of $15 to $35/hour.
A few of the goals of public health nurses
in Massachusetts are to assure competency
and preparedness, to engage policy makers
in improving public health competency at
all levels and maintain local and national
alliances to advance public health nursing
practice including salaries as a recruitment
and retention initiative.
Melanie Smith described her role as an
advance practice nurse in a school setting of
which her program is one of 66 such sites
in CT. She identified multiple risk factors
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among this population including poverty,
paucity of love and lack of consistent parental
guidance for the children. This school based
service created an after school program
for 4th and 5th graders for purposes of
teaching appropriate behaviors, encouraging
a structure for completing homework and to
promote teamwork using role models from
high school athletes
Nancy Beaudry is a certified occupational
health nurse and together with a sanitarian
work as a team for improving environmental
health to the 12 towns in this health district
located in the quiet corner of CT. The
range of services include assessment and
interventions of homes where children
present with asthma or elevated lead levels
and assist with wild life threats (rabies), food
borne illnesses as well as communicable
disease follow up.
An election of officers resulted in the
following:
• Vice President: Andrea Lombard, RN,
MPH, State Department of Public Health
• Secretary: Margaret Balint, RN, BS,
BC, Stratford Health Department
• Member at large: Sharon Enot, RN,
Windsor Health Department
• Member at large: re-elected were
Linda Bailey, RN, MPH, State Department
of Public Health, Deborah Horvath, RN,
MSN, Naugatuck Valley Health District and
Beth Strimpel, RN, MS, Stratford Health
Department.
Lynn Abrahamson, MPH, RN, current
CAPHN president, kicked off the afternoon
program with a report of the activities this
past year as well as the goals for 2007-2008.
Strategic priorities for the upcoming year
include: 1) continuing to improve public
health nursing practice through education
and and professional development activities;
2) exploring academic initiatives that
support students and new professionals;
3) improving organizational effectiveness
by increasing finances and governance
structures; 4) expanding our impact through
partnerships at the local, state and regional
level. This report and other association
documents can be found on the CAPHN
website at: http://caphn.org.
This is a very exciting and challenging
time for public health nurses. The needs
are great and the resources are scarce. As
the nursing shortage continues to grow
nationally and in Connecticut, it is essential
that we strengthen our leadership structures
for efficient and effective collaboration and
problem solving. CAPHN is working hard
to be part of the solution through ongoing
dialogue, the identification of opportunities
and threats, and mutual support for activities
that impact our communities. Public health
nursing is indeed in action in Connecticut!

The Connecticut Department of Public
Health (DPH) recently launched an
initiative focused on promoting the public
health nursing speciality. An informational
meeting to introduce the initiative was
held in February and included members
of the Connecticut Public Health Nurses
Association, nurses working in local health
departments/districts, community/public
health nurse educators, and other affiliates.
The purpose of the meeting was to:
1) Provide a forum for nurses working
in our health departments to discuss the
uniqueness of the public health nursing
profession and the range of issues affecting
practice
2) Share updates on national efforts
to enhance the public health nursing
workforce
3) Introduce the DPH virtual Office
of Public Health Nurses
4) Glean input from nurses affiliated
with local health departments to determine
priorities on ways for strengthening a public
health nursing network.
Public health is an essential service
guaranteed to all residents and encompasses
sophisticated, science-based systems for
identifying and dealing with real or potential
health threats. Nurses providing services in
Connecticut’s health departments (state and
local) are a vital professional component
of our public health workforce. Now is a
critical time with escalating health care costs,
concerns for the growing nursing shortage,
and increased demands for public health

to respond to issues such as emergency
preparedness, new emerging infections, and
the increase of chronic illnesses.
The formation of the virtual Office of
Public Health Nurses provides a focal point
within DPH to foster improved collaborations
and coordination of public health nursing
activities statewide. A dedicated team of
nurses and other key staff led by Deputy
Commissioner Norma Gyle, RN, PhD
volunteer their time working to facilitate
linkages, collaborations and communication
across programs and provide a link with
the Local Health Administration Branch,
the liaison to Connecticut’s local health
departments.
The timing for the public health nursing
initiative and the virtual Office of Public
Health Nurses could not be better since the
American Nurse’s Association’s recently
released the newly revised Public Health
Nursing Scope and Standards of Practice.
The DPH virtual Office of Public Health
Nurses is striving to promote, nurture,
distinguish, and gain recognition of the
various roles nurses have in public health.
Through these efforts, we hope to expand
our knowledge and understanding of the
critical role nurses play in delivering public
health services, and ultimately strengthen
the nursing capacity of Connecticut’s public
health systems.
For more information, please call
the DPH Local Health Administration
Branch at (860) 509-7660.
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New Haven Regional Nightingale Gala
Kathleen S. Furtak, RN
Donna Galwey, RN
Millicent Gershon, RN, CNIII
Carol Goedert, RN, FA

Attendees at the New Haven gala from L to R (front Row: Joanne Walsh, President
& CEO of the VNA/SCC; Dr. Ellen Beatty, Southern CT State University; Laura
Macaluso, CareSource Board Chair; Shirley Girouard, CT Nurses’ Association (2nd
Row): Diane Maturo, CT Association of Home Care; Dori Taylor Sullivan, Sacred
Heart University; Linda Honan Pellico, Yale University School of Nursing; Kim Foito,
Sacred Heart University; Dr. Ceserina Thompson, Southern CT State University.

“The 7th Nightingale evening was again a party, an event and an opportunity to
publicly recognize 88 nurses from 32 area organizations who are at the top of their
game. It is simply inspiring to be in a room of 500 strong celebrating nurses and
nursing! Competitive forces fade along with work pressures--at least for a few
hours as individual and collective thanks are directed at the Nightingale honorees-and all nurses in attendance. Everybody leaves at the end of the evening feeling
bouyed up and re-energized, and so grateful for the nursing talents available in
our community.”
Joanne Walsh, president & CEO, VNA of South Central CT,
about the New Haven Regional Nightingale gala.
Kim Accettullo, RN
Iris Acevedo-Barahona, RNII, BSN
Barbara Ackerman, RN, IBCLC
Nancy Apuzzo, RN
Cynthia Barrere, PhD, RN
Karen Barthel, RN
Tina Bernacki, RN
Joan Blake, RN, CCM
Barbara D. Boucher, LPN
Amy Broadbent, RN
Cheryl Broderick, RN, BSN
Joy Burke-Hopkins, RNIII
Elizabeth Byrne, RN
Luisa Canestri-Sheehan, MSN, RN
Pat Cartwright, RN, BSN
Judith A. Catalano, RN, BC, MSN
Lisa Cestaro, ASN, RNII, NCC
Ana Colon, LPN
Margaret Crieger, RN
Christine DeBisschop, RN, BSN
Donna Eliseo, BSN, RN
Sue Erickson, RN
Laurie Finta, RN
Donna Francis, RN

The Mary Wade Home
Hospital of Saint Raphael
Yale-New Haven Hospital
The Mary Wade Home
Quinnipiac University
Visiting Nurse Services of CT, Inc.
Visiting Nurse Services of CT, Inc.
Griffin Hospital
Marathon Health Care Center
of West Haven
Crosby Commons Assisted Living @
Wesley Village
Fair Haven Community Health Center
Hospital of Saint Raphael
Connecticut VNA (Masonicare)
VA Connecticut Healthcare System
Connecticut VNA (Masonicare)
The Connecticut League for Nursing
Hospital of Saint Raphael
Fair Haven Community Health Center
Milford Hospital
VNA Services, Inc.
VA Connecticut Healthcare System
Visiting Nurse Services of CT, Inc.
Yale-New Haven Hospital
Patient’s Choice Homecare

Masonic Healthcare Center
VNA Community Healthcare
Yale-New Haven Hospital
Yale-New Haven Ambulatory Services
Division-Temple Surgical
Linda Hackbarth, ADN, RN
VA Connecticut Healthcare System
Vanya Hamrin, MSN, APRN
Yale School of Nursing
Earl Hapgood, RN, BC Educator
Yale-New Haven Hospital
Mary Ann Harman, BA, BSN, RNII
Hospital of Saint Raphael
Gail Heard, RNII, BSN
Hospital of Saint Raphael
Jackie D. Izzo, LPN
Haven Health Center of Soundview
Jill Jolley, BSN, RN
Yale-New Haven Hospital
Martha F. Kaletsky, LPN
Montowese Health & Rehab Center
Christine Kelly, RN
VNA Services, Inc.
Mengqing Lai, RN, CNII
Yale-New Haven Hospital
Carol Langston, RN
Gaylord Hospital, Inc.
Jeannine Lapre Bradley, RN, BSN, CNIII
Yale-New Haven Hospital
Elaine Lipvosky, RN
The Jewish Home for the Elderly
Deirdre Lonergan, RN, CNII
Yale-New Haven Hospital
Ann Lubeski, ASN, RNII
Hospital of Saint Raphael
Patricia Lucia, RN
Temple Recover Care Center
Wanda Macho, RN
VNA Community Healthcare
Elvira Manas, RN
Connecticut VNA (Masonicare)
Lori Martin, RN, BSN, Level II
Griffin Hospital
Melody Martin-Newman, RN
Griffin Hospital
Deborah Matts, LPNII
Hospital of Saint Raphael
Elizabeth Miller, RN, CNIV
Yale-New Haven Hospital
Karen Miller, RN
Gaylord Hospital, Inc.
Margaret Miller, RN
VNA of South Central CT
Patricia Minard, MSN, RN, JD
VA Connecticut Healthcare System
Alison Moriarty Daley, MSN, APRN, BC, PNP
Yale School of Nursing
Tracie Morrill, BSN, RNII
Hospital of Saint Raphael
Radhika Nandlal, RN, MSN
Gateway Community College
Katie Nardi, BSN, RN
Masonic Healthcare Center
Judith Noonan, RN
The Jewish Home for the Elderly
Conny Nunes, RNII
Hospital of Saint Raphael
Patricia O’Brien, RN, BSN
Griffin Hospital
Peggy O’Brien, RN, BSN, MS
Hospital of Saint Raphael
Karen O’Neill, RN, BSN
Milford Hospital
Kelly Paolini, LPN
The Jewish Home for the Elderly
Joanne Phillips, RN
Visiting Nurse Services of CT, Inc.
Lee Pisani, RN
VNA of South Central CT
Sandy Plumb, LPN
Connecticut VNA (Masonicare)
Deidre Quigley, LPN
The Highlands Health Care Center
Angela Raquepo, RN
Gaylord Hospital, Inc.
Sandra Rivera, LPN
CareSource, Inc.
Mary Jane Rudewicz, LPN
Montowese Health & Rehab Center
Tracey Schlosser, RN
Masonic Healthcare Center
Debra Schwartz, RNII, ACLS, TNCC, BDLS
Hospital of Saint Raphael
Jacquelyn Skinner, BSN, RNII
Hospital of Saint Raphael
Geraldine Slowikowski, BSN, RN, CNIV, CWCN Yale-New Haven Hospital
Lisa Smith, RN
New England Home Care, Inc.
Ana Texeira, LPN
Golden Hill Health Care Center
Sindie Thomas, RN
Connecticut VNA (Masonicare)
Edward Valente, RN, BSN, CCRN, Level II
Griffin Hospital
Elizabeth Vidro-Harris, RN
Patient Care, Inc. (New Haven)
Sher Vieira, RN, APRN
Patient Care, Inc. (New Haven)
Faith Wajdowicz, RN, BSN, CLNC
Bishop Wicke Health Center @
Wesley Village
Gloria Wallace, RN, CNII
Yale-New Haven Hospital
Cheryl Weicek, RN
Gaylord Hospital, Inc.
Doris Whalen, RN
VA Connecticut Healthcare System
Joan Workman, RN, BSN
Yale-New Haven Psychiatric Hospital
Karen Wydo, RN, BSN
Masonic Healthcare Center
Donna Yantorno, RN
Connecticut VNA (Masonicare)
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Fairfield County Nightingale Gala
“I want to thank you for a wonderful evening. It was
very special and my entourage have all expressed their
thanks. They were thrilled with the entire event, being
able to be there when I was being honored…”
“Our Hall Brooke nurses were thrilled with their awards
and they raved about the evening!”
“Many thanks…for this wonderful event and also for
providing a great experience for the nurses nominated
from the Honey Hill Care Center next year.”
Hazel McLean, LPN
The William & Sally Tandet Center for Continuing Care
Ruth Micari, RN, BSN
Greenwich Hospital
Marilyn Miller, RN
St. Vincent’s Medical Center
Paula Morgan, LPN
St. Vincent’s Medical Center
From L: Carol Townsend, RN, Hospice Director, Anne Rich, executive director, VNHC Irene Morris, RN, CRNAC
The William & Sally Tandet Center for Continuing Care
of Southwest CT with keynote speaker Theresa Mercado-Sconzo.
Pam Mudge, RN
Norwalk Hospital
Maria Raquel Nagano, RN, BSN Stamford Hospital
Gineesha Abraham, RN, BSN
Greenwich Hospital
Sharon Nathman, RN, BSN
St. Vincent’s Medical Center
Roselyn Arcadio, RN
Ashlar of Newtown
Chenese Nicholas , RN
St. Vincent’s Medical Center
Julia Balog, RN
The William & Sally Tandet Center for Continuing Care Cynthia Palmer, RN
Danbury Hospital
Paulette Belletto, RN, MS
Hall-Brooke Behavioral Health Services
Christine Pfeffer, RN, BS, MS
Nursing & Home Care, Inc.
Gloria Bindelglass, RN, BSN, CEN, CCRN-CMC Bridgeport Hospital
Linda Pikul, RN,C
Hall-Brooke Behavioral Health Services
Arlene Bobe, RN
Hall-Brooke Behavioral Health Services
Jacqueline Ann Pinto, RN
Honey Hill Care Center
Charlotte Boemmels, RN,C, MSN Bridgeport Hospital
Debora Proscher, RN
The William & Sally Tandet Center for Continuing Care
Briana Bolmer, RN
Norwalk Hospital
Laura Rusu, RN, BSN, MA
Nursing & Home Care, Inc.
Connie Brescia, RN, BSM
Danbury Visiting Nurse Association
Sahlee Samonte, RN
Norwalk Hospital
Ana Lynn Bulalaque, RN
Norwalk Hospital
Leslie A. Saraiva, RN
Honey Hill Care Center
Kristina Carini, RN, ADN
Greenwich Hospital
Patricia Sheehan, RN, BSN
St. Vincent’s Medical Center
Claire Carter, RN, BSN
Greenwich Hospital
Maureen A. Singer, RN
City of Danbury - Health, Housing & Welfare Dept.
Caryn Casey, RN
Danbury Hospital
Tabatha Song, RN
Hall-Brooke Behavioral Health Services
Pat Cervone, RN, BSN
Bridgeport Hospital
Lynn Steller, LPN
Ashlar of Newtown
Deborah Childs, RN
Stamford Hospital
Sheree Strong, RN, BSN
Greenwich Hospital
Katarzyna (Kate) Cieplinska, RN Bridgeport Hospital
Sharon Sullivan, RN, BSN, CCM Stamford Hospital
Priscilla Colet, RN, BSN
Greenwich Hospital
Rose Taliercio, RN
Stamford Hospital
RosemaryCollins, RN
Hall-Brooke Behavioral Health Services
Angela Tingle, wRN, BSN
St. Vincent’s Medical Center
Ellen Conlon, RN,C
Bridgeport Hospital
Barb Vala, RN
Norwalk Hospital
Dee Coover, RN, MPH
Visiting Nurse & Hospice Care of SW CT
Robin, Viklund, RN
Regional Hospice of Western Connecticut
Anna CoUntian, RN
Stamford Hospital
Marie Villanueva, APRN
Hall-Brooke Behavioral Health Services
Nancy Crowley, RN
Stamford Hospital
Marilyn Weeks, RN
Norwalk Hospital
Merline Cruz, RN
St. Vincent’s Medical Center
Sandy Weinberg, RN, BSN
Ridgefield Visiting Nurse Association
Christina Curtin, RN
Stamford Hospital
Linda Weiss, RN
St. Vincent’s Medical Center
Judith Darlucio, RN, BSN
Bridgeport Hospital
Barbara Wiggin, RN
Bridgeport Hospital
Sandra E. Darrow, RN,C
Stamford Hospital
Eileen Wilson, RN, BSN
Ridgefield Visiting Nurse Association
Cortney Davis, RN
Danbury Hospital
Jennifer Worsfold, RN
Norwalk Hospital
Jacqueline DeBourgh, RN
St. Vincent’s Medical Center
Robin Zingales-Browne, MSN, APRN Meadow Ridge Continuing Care Retirement
Patricia DePaoli, RN
Norwalk Hospital
Community
Maureen A. Durand, RN
Danbury Hospital
Sheila Finn, RN, MSN
Greenwich Hospital
Mary Fitzpatrick Brown, RN, BSN Greenwich Hospital
Delores Gamble, RN
Norwalk Hospital
Community Health Center, Inc. (CHC) is an ideal practice site for nursing.
Crystal Green, RN,C
Ridgefield Visiting Nurse Association
We are seeking RNs and APRNs for diverse and challenging positions
Danielle Hall, RN, MSN
Greenwich Hospital
in one of the country’s leading community health centers. Exciting
Alana Hall-Meyer, RN, BSN
Bridgeport Hospital
opportunities
for generalist, staff RNs and RN Nurse managers, nurses in
Suzanne Healey, RN
Danbury Hospital
specialty programs such as health care for the homeless, HIV, and disease
Debra Hudzina, LPN
St. Vincent’s Medical Center
management, and APRNs in family practice, psychiatry, and school based
Maria Lleren Jance, RN
The William & Sally Tandet Center for Continuing Care
health. Outstanding salary and beneﬁts, strong interdisciplinary practice
Janet Janes, RN
Bridgeport Hospital
style, ﬁnancial and organizational support for on going advancement in
Patricia Joseph, RN
Danbury Hospital
degreed and non degreed programs.
Sandy Kalriess, RN
Danbury Visiting Nurse Association
Mindy Kendall, RN
Visiting Nurse & Hospice Care of SW CT
We provide competitive salaries and comprehensive beneﬁts including
medical/dental plans, tuition reimbursement, short term/long term disability
Kathleen J. Koenig, RN
Stamford Hospital
coverage,
403b plan with discretionary company match/contribution,
Debra Leonard, RN
Regional Hospice of Western Connecticut
ﬂexible
spending
plan, group life insurance coverage, Employee Assistance
Barbara Lieberman, RN
Greenwich Hospital
Program,
classroom
based/on-line computer skill development resources
Mary Jayne Lilley, RN
Nursing & Home Care, Inc.
and
much
more!
Irene Limon, RN
Stamford Hospital
Lynn M. Lyon, RN
Honey Hill Care Center
CHC, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
Toni Ann Marcy, RN, BSN
Visiting Nurse & Hospice Care of SW CT
Please send resume or CV to: HR Dept,
Carla Martins, RN
Bridgeport Hospital
134
State Street, Meriden, CT 06450
Elizabeth Mattera, RN
Norwalk Hospital
Fax
203-238-1190, or E-mail chcjobs@chc1.com
Maureen A. McCready, RN
Ashlar of Newtown
Mary McFall, RN
Ridgefield Visiting Nurse Association
JCAHO accredited. AA/EOE.
Visit our web site at: www.chc1.com
Eileen McGrath, APRN, M.Ed.
Office of Dr. Kevin Conboy

RN’s and APRN’s
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Hartford Regional Nightingale Gala
Harriet Aaronson, MSN, MSCIS, COHN-S, LNCC
Beka Apostolidis, RN, MSN
Melissa Arsenault, RN, BSN
Stephen Badura, RN
Linda Barile, RN, PhD
Kimberley Beekman, RN, BSN
Ellen Benson, RN, CNOR
Barbara Birkett, RN, BSPA, COHN-S, D-ABDA
Kathy Blair, RN, BSN

The Hartford
VNA HealthCare
University of Connecticut
Health Center
Correctional Managed Health Care
St. Joseph College
Hartford Hospital
University of Connecticut
Health Center
MetLife Disability
VNA HealthCare

Carol Picard, PhD, RN, CS, president of Sigma Theta
Tau International and the keynote speaker at the Hartford
event identified the five attributes necessary to “keep the
passion in compassion”: confidence, competence, conscience,
commitment and compassion itself. “Dream big,” she
encouraged the audience “to become the change we want to
see. All things change when we do.”

LifeStar did a fly-over to honor the recipents of Nightingale awards at the Hartford
Nightingale Gala.
Jennifer Mazon, RN, BSN
Karen McAvoy, RN, MSN, CDE
Linda Boccialetti, RN, BSN
St. Francis Hospital and
Bitty McCormick, RN, BSN
Medical Center
Kathy Brandi, RN, BSN
Hartford Hospital
Michele McKelvey, RN, MSN
Judith Brown, RNC, OCN
Eastern Connecticut Health Network
Kristen Brown, RN
The Hospital of Central Connecticut Colette Morin, RN
Judy Brusby, MS, APRN, BC
St. Francis Hospital and
Lisa Mucha, RN, BSN
Medical Center
Ophelia Campo-Julian, RN, BSN
MidState Medical Center
Amanda Mugovero, RN, BSN
Penny Charamut, RN
The Hospital of Central Connecticut Denise Muszynski, RN
Margaret Cheffer, RN, BSN
Hospital for Special Care
Linda Needham, RN, BSN, CRRN
Kara Cleveland, RN, AD
Bristol Hospital
Dwayne Noonan, RN
Patricia Coppola, RN
VNA HealthCare
Sharen O’Donnell, RN
Nicole Cronan, RN
Hartford Hospital
Bonnie Paquette, RN, BS
Eileen Darby, RN, BSN
Home and Community
Cathy Pavalock, RNC, MSN
Health Services
Geraldine S. Pearson, PhD, APRN, BC
Molly Davison-Price, RN, MSN
University of Connecticut
Health Center
Lisa Petrillo, RN
Ann deHertogh, RN, BSN, MBA
Connecticut VNA
Diane Pomarico, RN, BSN, CIC
Krystyna Demusz, RN, BSN
St. Francis Hospital and
Sandra Riccardino, RN
Medical Center
Mary DiPietro, RN
Hartford Hospital
Linda Richardson-Tremblay, RN
Virginia Drapeau, RN, BSN
Connecticut Children’s
Teresa Ritchie, LPN
Medical Center
Karen Ronewicz, RN
Anne Dukehart, RN
Johnson Memorial Hospital
Kim Roy, RN
Mary Kate Eanniello, RN, MSN, OCN, CHPN
Hartford Hospital
Maryann Salerni, RN, BSN, CCRN
Kathleen Emery, RNC
Visiting Nurse Association
Deborah Santoro, RN, BSN
of Central Connecticut
Holly Sanzo, RN, BSN
Karen Ewald, RN, BSN
St. Francis Hospital and Medical
Center
Lynn Seiffert, RN, BSN
Janice Fisher Costello, RN, MSN
Goodwin College
Barbara Semple-Cort, RN
Mary-Joan Forstbauer, RN, BSN
The Hospital of Central Connecticut Diana Sidlik, MS, APRN, BC
Priscilla Gadea, RN, BSN
The Hospital of Central Connecticut Claudette Silberfein, RN, BSN, MS
Sue Gallagher, RN, BSN
Hartford Hospital
Margaret Goodrich, RN
Seabury
Mary Alice Smith, RNC, BS, CADC
Paula Greenberg, RN, BSN, MBA
Women’s Health Connecticut
Virginia Sonstrom, RN, CHPN
Kathleen Higgins, RN
The Hospital of Central Connecticut Diane Stadmeyer, RN, BS, CAPA
Louise Honiss, RN, BSN, MSN, CCRN, CPN
Hartford Hospital
Katherine Hook, RN
Eastern Connecticut Health Network Maryann Steed, RN, BSN, OCN, CHPN
Kathleen Johanns, RN, BSN, CNOR
St. Francis Hospital and
M. Terry Sullivan, RN, MSW, MSN, CMC
Medical Center
Leonora Thramann, RN, BSN, MPH
Nadine Johnson, RN, AD
Hospital for Special Care
Sharon Torello, RN, BSN
Anna Kaczor, RN, BSN
Connecticut Children’s
Betsy Tyrrell, RN, CGRN
Medical Center
Frances Vincent, RN, BSN
Kathy Karnolt, RN, BSN, COHN-S
Pratt and Whitney
Kathryn Walker, RN, BSN
Bernadette Kelley, RN, BS
Eastern Connecticut Health Network
Nancy Kelly, RN
Hartford Hospital
Sheila Walsh, LPN
Cheryl Kenton, RN
Eastern Connecticut Health Network
Nancy Kiely, RN, BSN, MA
Hebrew Community Services
Michelle Walsh, RN, BSN, CLC
Adult Day Center
Diane Ward, RN, BSN, OCN
Claudia Kimble, NNP, MS
University of Connecticut
Sue Watson, RN, CAPA
Health Center
M. Shane Wiedeke, RN, BSN, CCRN
Lynn Kobylenski-Kisner, RN, WOCN
Visiting Nurse and Health Services
Heather Wilcox Roseman, RN, APRN, DNSc
of Connecticut
Priscilla Kozak, RN
The Hospital of Central Connecticut Judith Winn, RN, BSN
Arleen Lewis-Mesquita, RN, BS
Correctional Managed Health Care
Annie Worshoufsky, RN, BSN
Jae Lorenzet, RN, BSN
St. Francis Hospital and Medical
Center
Kay Yamartino, RN, BSN
Deborah Macwilliams, RN, BSN
St. Francis Hospital and Medical
Elizabeth Zukowski, RN
Center
Kristy Mahon, RN
MidState Medical Center
Susan Manganello, RN, BSN
Connecticut VNA
Dawn Mapp, RN, BSN
The Hospital of Central Connecticut
at New Britain General
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Hartford Hospital
The Hospital of Central Connecticut
Connecticut Children’s Medical
Center
St. Francis Hospital and Medical
Center
Correctional Managed Health Care
St. Francis Hospital and Medical
Center
Hartford Hospital
The Hospital of Central Connecticut
Hospital for Special Care
The Hospital of Central Connecticut
Patient Care
Eastern Connecticut Health Network
Capital Community College
University of Connecticut Health
Center
The Hospital of Central Connecticut
Simsbury School System
Connecticut Children’s Medical
Center
Johnson Memorial Hospital
Eastern Connecticut Health Network
Bristol Hospital
Community Health Center
The Hospital of Central Connecticut
The Hospital of Central Connecticut
St. Francis Hospital and Medical
Center
The Hospital of Central Connecticut
Mount Sinai Rehabilitation Hospital
Correctional Managed Health Care
Alzheimer’s Resource Center of
Connecticut
Institute of Living
MidState VNA & Hospice
St. Francis Hospital and Medical
Center
Hartford Hospital
Connecticut Community Care, Inc.
Professional Home Care Services
Patient Care
MidState Medical Center
McLean
Connecticut Children’s Medical
Center
Alzheimer’s Resource Center of
Connecticut
Hartford Hospital
Hartford Hospital
MidState Medical Center
Eastern Connecticut Health Network
University of Connecticut Health
Center
Eastern Connecticut Health Network
St. Francis Hospital and Medical
Center
MidState Medical Center
Bristol Hospital
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Eastern Connecticut Nightingale Gala
NAME/CREDENTIALS

SPONSOR

Patricia Arnio, RN, BSN
Carolyn Bass, RN
Sherry Bassi, RN, PhD
Karla J. Beckert, RN
Lisa Bedard, APRN, BSN
Susan Beebe, RN, IBLC
Jackie Calamari, MS, RN, CEN
Diane Carberry, RN, BSN, CEN
Gail Castelli, RN
Yasoda Chanderdat, RN
Patricia Coe, BSN, RN
Jane Diaz, RN, BSN,Windham
Rebecca Durham, MSN, RN, CCRN
Elizabeth Easley, RN
Jane Francese, RN
Lucille Geyer, LPN
Margo Golas, BSN, RN

United Community & Family Services, Inc.
Windham Community Memorial Hospital
UCONN School of Nursing
Windham Community Memorial Hospital
Lawrence & Memorial Hospital
Middlesex Hospital
Middlesex Hospital
Lawrence & Memorial Hospital
Middlesex Hospital
Middlesex Hospital
Middlesex Hospital
Community Memorial Hospital
The William W. Backus Hospital
Middlesex Hospital
Connecticut VNA, SE
OB-GYN Services, PC
CPHQ,Middlesex Hospital

“It’s a wonderful way to recognize
nurses contributions to our community
-- by their community leaders,
peers and their families.”
Marilyn Richard, APRN, EdD, Connecticut Nurses’ Association

Middlesex Hospital honorees with Colleen Smith, vice president of nursing, in center.
Veronica Hanrahan, RN,
Randi L. Kington, APRN, CDE
Lisa LaPorte, RN
Donna Laroux, RNC, BSN, CHCE
Charlotte A. Larson, RN
Heather Marica, RN
Valerie Matters, RN
Julie Mattingly, RN, MSN
Laurie Matylewicz, RN, BSN
Andrea McDevitt, RN, ASN
Eileen Medeiros, RN
Amy Merchant, RN, CRRN
Palmira Mindek, RN

BSN,Lawrence & Memorial Hospital
Joslin Diabetes Center
The William W. Backus Hospital
Griswold Regional VNA
Eastern CT Endoscopy Center, LLC
Middlesex Hospital
The William W. Backus Hospital
VNA of Southeastern Connecticut
The William W. Backus Hospital
Windham Community Memorial Hospital
Windham Community Memorial Hospital
United Community & Family Services, Inc.
VNA East, Inc.

The Best Care Is Coming Home
Be part of a Care Management Delivery System that enables you to provide one on one
patient care in a supportive and state of art environment. Create a schedule that meets
yours and your patient’s needs while working in a geographically deﬁned territory. We
offer: Flexible Hours, Competitive Salaries, Individualized Orientation and Comprehensive
Beneﬁts. Current Care Management Team openings include:

RN Clinical Supervisors:

You will provide leadership and coordination to your clinical team of professionals.
Manage all aspects of home care delivery/marketing and inﬂuence the professional
development of clinical staff.

RN Case Managers – Med/Surg and Hospice/Oncology Teams:

You will ensure the delivery of outcome based, high quality, care to clients. Coordinate
overall management of the plan of care including need for services, short and long term
goals, and utilization of appropriate resources.

Revisit RN’s:

You will enjoy one on one patient contact utilizing your critical thinking and assessment
skills while working under the direction of an RN Case Manager. Home Care experience
is preferred but not necessary. For the non Home Care experienced RN, this is a perfect
opportunity to explore and be individually oriented to Home Care.
Need more ﬂexibility? Ask about our Evening, Baylor and On-call opportunities!
Current CT RN license & one year recent nursing experience in a specialty or med/surg
required for RN positions. Home Care experience required for Clinical Supervisors.
Computer skills a plus.

Joan Montgomery, RN
Michele Morgan, RN, BSN
Jessica Naylor, RN, CHPN
Mary Beth Nolan, MSN, RN, CEN
Marylee Oleksiw, BSN, RN, CIC
Susan Parsons, RN
Sherri Pascal, RN, BA
Kimberly Phaneuf, RN
Beth Pool, RN
Debbie Psanis, RN, BSN, MSN, CWCN
Shelley Racine, RN, BSN
Denise Reddick, RN,
Donna Roberts, LPN
Marilyn Rohan, LPN, BS
Mary Lou Ryley, RN
Mark Schwab, RN
Sue Servoss, RN
Mari-Carole Shooks, RN
Michelle P. Smith, BSN, RN
Sabina Smith, RN
Sharon C. Smith, RN, BSN
Harriet Stiles, RN
Cheryl Szydlo, RN, BSN
Carolyn Trantalis, RN, BSN, MSN
Dawn Travis, RN
Robert Turner, RN
Francine Wallett, RN, MSN
Mabel Welch, RN
Carol Wright

The William W. Backus Hospital
Lawrence & Memorial Hospital
Hospice Southeastern Connecticut
Middlesex Hospital
Middlesex Hospital
Lawrence & Memorial Hospital
The William W. Backus Hospital
Connecticut VNA
The William W. Backus Hospital
Connecticut VNA, SE
Windham Community Memorial Hospital
U.S. Coast Guard Academy
Harrington Court
The William W. Backus Hospital
VNA of Southeastern Connecticut
Windham Community Memorial Hospital
Lawrence & Memorial Hospital
Windham Public Schools
Ledyard Public Health Nursing Service
The William W. Backus Hospital
Greeneville School/Norwich Public Schools
Lawrence & Memorial Hospital
The William W. Backus Hospital
Windham Community Memorial Hospital
Lawrence & Memorial Hospital
Interim HealthCare of Eastern CT, Inc.
Three Rivers Community College
Second Congregational Church
RN,VNA East, Inc.

We have ofﬁces in Hartford, Glastonbury, Windsor Locks, Waterbury
and Cheshire!
Forward resume to: Dawn Wolf ,RN, Clinical Recruiter - VNA HealthCare Inc.,
103 Woodland Street, Hartford, CT 06105, Fax: (860) 246-8797
or 50 Brookside Road, Waterbury, CT 06708, Fax: (203) 573-1803
Email: dwolf@vnahealthcare.org
Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/D/V.
Afﬁliated with the Hartford Health Care Corporation.
Trusted by Physicians and Families for over 100 Years.
www.vnahealthcare.org

Visit Us Online,
Anytime!
www.ctnurses.org
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Nurses Play Key Role in Translating
Genomic Developments into Health Beneﬁts
By Beverly Burke, MSW, DPH,
lead planner/genomics
The summer of 2006 was a busy one
for three nurses at the Department of
Public Health. Betty C. Jung, Barbara
Dingfelder, and Valerie Fisher were on
a quest to discover the extent to which
genetics is taught in schools of nursing in
Connecticut. After trying online searches
and other methods, they surveyed colleges
and universities directly yielding important
information that has set in motion a host of
follow-up activities at the Department of
Public Health.
What motivated them to undertake this
effort, conducted on top of their already
busy schedules? The answer is perhaps best
understood by describing how what could
be termed as the “old genetics” stands in
stark contrast to “new genetics”.
To most, genetics has been thought
of in terms of reproductive decisions and
rare inherited disorders impacting only a
small percentage of the general public.
Traditionally, “old genetics” services
have involved mainly prenatal genetic
counseling and the identification of birth
defects, pediatric disorders, and some
rare adult genetic disorders. New genetic
and technological advances, however, are
helping to clarify how genetic changes
affect not only human variation, but also the
development of diseases that are prevalent
in adults, such as cancer and diabetes,
among others.1
The New Genetics and Nursing
Specifically, research from the Human
Genome Project, an important research
landmark, produced a more complete
understanding of the relationship between
genes and disease – including common
diseases. It has boosted the development
of targeted drug therapies and genetic tests
to determine the risk for or diagnosis of
genetic diseases. The resulting explosion
of knowledge caused a rapid shift to a
‘new genetics’ paradigm under which most
diseases are believed to have a genetic
component. It is now recognized that
many common human diseases, including
heart attack, certain cancers, mental illness,
diabetes, and Alzheimer’s disease, may
result from complex interactions between
multiple genes, health risk behaviors, and a
variety of environmental factors.2
This genetics revolution has created
a demand for health professionals in a
number of clinical settings who understand
the genetic contribution to disease and
disease risk, treatment implications, and the
knowledge of genetics needed by patients
and families. Nationally, efforts have been
underway to address the need for an upto-date genetics workforce. In 2002, the
National Coalition for Health Professional
Education in Genetics released a set of
competencies mandating new directions for
nursing education and practice to ensure
the competence of critical care nurses and
help patients understand both the promise
and limitations of genetic discovery.3
Additionally, at a 2005 meeting held by the
American Nurses Association, minimal core
competencies for all nurses were endorsed
with the passage of “ The Essential Nursing
Competencies and Curricula Guidelines for
Genetics and Genomics.”4

From left: Betty C. Jung, RN, MPH, CHES; Barbara Dingfelder, APRN, MPH, CHES, BC;
and Valerie Fisher, RN CD-N, CCM, MS of the Connecticut Department of Public Health
“Nurses today need to understand
the role that genetics plays in health and
disease, and how genetics is opening up
new opportunities for diagnosis, prevention,
and treatment of many common diseases,”
says Dr. Susan Capasso, certified genetic
counselor and professor of biology at St.
Vincent’s College in Bridgeport. “Nurses,
regardless of their specialty area or practice
setting, will be faced with questions about
genetics, and it is essential that nurses have
a knowledge of the history of genetics in
health care so that they can incorporate
scientific and clinical concepts into their
practice. As more is learned about the

health benefits for their patients. The work
group began by asking such basic questions
as who needs to know what about genomic
developments, and how best to reach them.
Although the members developed a long
list of those who need to be knowledgeable
about genomics, nurses were prioritized
to the top due to their strategic position in
healthcare delivery. Enhancing genomic
education for nurses is also helping to
implement an important goal of the DPH
Connecticut Genomics Action Plan, one of
the top priorities of which is to educate the
public about genomics, and ensure a public
health and health care workforce that is

“Nurses today need to understand the role that genetics
plays in health and disease, and how genetics is opening
up new opportunities for diagnosis, prevention, and
treatment of many common diseases.”
-Dr. Susan Capasso
contribution of genetics to health and
disease, nursing roles should expand in the
delivery of genetic health care in all clinical
settings.”
According to Dr. Capasso, nurses will
need to help families and patients recognize
the contribution of genetics to health and
disease; prepare patients and families
for genetic counseling by explaining the
purpose and goals of such services, offer
support, and determine patients’ ongoing
genetic counseling needs and refer
accordingly. She predicts that nurses will
be increasingly called upon to interpret
genetic tests for individuals and families,
and will need an understanding of the
important ethical and social issues related
to genetic information and technology in
order to provide appropriate information
and support.
Genomics Education Workgroup
Recognizes Nurses’ Key Role
Belonging to a DPH Genomics Education
Workgroup, Dr. Capasso and the other
members have been developing strategies to
help bridge the impact of genomic advances
on the public’s health through education.
Formed just a year ago, the group quickly
recognized the key role that nurses play
in translating genomic developments into
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competent in genomics. 5.
Since reaching that decision, work
group members, including the DPH nurses,
have commenced a host of activities
aimed at outreach education, and ongoing
professional development for nurses in
genomics.
A recent joint meeting between DPH
Genomics Education Work group and
Connecticut Nurses Association (CNA.)
representatives produced high interest and
enthusiasm and important ideas for future
collaborative efforts. These ideas include a
genomics breakout session at the upcoming
fall, 2007 CNA annual convention,
collaboration on a resolution supporting
genomics education and ongoing education
for nurses, and a new spot on the DPH
Genomics web page providing resources
for genomics education and training for
nurses.
So, what resulted from the surveys
conducted about genomics education for
nurses in Connecticut? In a document
summarizing their ﬁndings, the DPH
nurses reported that:
• Nursing Schools: 16 of the 17 nursing
schools responded. All surveyed schools are
approved by the Connecticut State Board of
Examiners for Nursing, and are accredited by

the National League for Nursing Accrediting
Commission (NLNAC).
Although all
surveyed nursing schools are accredited,
they varied in curriculum content. In fact,
coverage/integration of genetics varied by
school. Though genetics/genomics is not
consistently taught in nursing schools, the
concepts are part of some courses.
• Nurses at various settings: In
general, individuals (nurses and non-nurses)
conducting community and/or in-service
health education do not have to follow any
particular curriculum. Individual employer/
company policies and interests of the
educator usually dictate subject matter, and
genetics education is not usually an offered
topic.
The DPH nurses group concluded that
the genomics content of nursing curricula
offered across Connecticut are difﬁcult to
assess deﬁnitively. They recommended that
work with a nursing faculty subcommittee
be undertaken to review current offerings
and develop a core curriculum for genetics/
genomic education, inclusive of genetics/
genomics competency criteria that can be
adapted to the curriculum of all schools of
nursing in Connecticut.
They also recommended that the
Connecticut Board of Examiners for
Nursing, nursing school accreditation
bodies and NCLEX-RN be conferred to
discuss strategies for integrating genetic/
genomic modules into existing nursing
curricula and including genetic questions
on the NCLEX-RN. The recommended
approach for nursing education was an
“across the lifespan” approach, which
would enhance the introduction of various
aspects of genetics/genomics information in
a systematic manner. As it was also learned
that not all anatomy and physiology courses
taught in Connecticut contain a unit in
genetics, Dr. Capasso is developing an online
review course in anatomy and physiology
with a genetics module for nurses and
allied health students to help with retention,
and which reviews the genetics content
needed to fulfill the genetic and genomics
nursing competencies. She stressed the
importance of this course because without a
background in genetics, many students will
not understand the complex and integrated
genetics concepts that will be taught in their
clinical courses.
Lastly, the group advised that nursing
school faculty become familiar with
web-based genetics/genomics education
offerings, and current registered nurses
explore continuing education programs
available online, many of which are free,
to develop expertise in genetics/genomics.
In response to this recommendation, DPH
has training resources listed on the DPH
genomics web page at: http://www.dph.
state.ct.us/genomics/education.htm
It is clear that academicians and
practitioners will need to come together to
find ways to incorporate core competencies
in genetics into current nursing education
and professional nursing practice. Prompted
by the efforts of these three dedicated
nurses, Betty C. Jung, Barbara Dingfelder,
and Valerie Fisher the field of nursing in
Connecticut will have much to look forward
to in the future.
References: Please e-mail info@ctnurses.org
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ANA News
ANA Advocates for Daily Availability
of School Nurses for Nation’s Children
Students’ health and health needs must
be addressed in schools to achieve optimum
learning.
The American Nurses Association (ANA)
supports a collaborative school health
model which best protects the fundamental
public health and educational priority our
nation’s children represent. Based in part
on the success of public health planning, it
requires the cooperation and
participation of health care professionals, teachers, school administrators and
staff, students,
families, and the community. Assuring
Safe, High Quality Health Care in PreK Through 12 Educational Settings, ANA
Statement of Position, paragraph 1.
The American Nurses Association
(ANA) recommends the assignment and
daily availability of school nurses in
educational settings to address the safety and
health care needs of the nation’s children.
Students’ health and health needs must be
addressed in schools to achieve optimum
learning, and registered nurses, at a ratio
of one for every 750 students, are essential
in promoting health, preventing injury, and
providing direct health care services to
school students to achieve a safe and healthy
learning environment.
“Children should be healthy to learn,
and learn to be healthy,” said ANA
President Rebecca M. Patton, MSN, RN,
CNOR. “School nurses play a fundamental
role in teaching students how to improve
their overall health, and reduce unhealthy
behaviors. School nurses serve to optimize
a student’s health, safety, and capacity for
learning.”

one chronic health problem. It is essential
that the school nurse have the professional
knowledge and the skill to manage and
provide a full range of health services in
educational settings. While the school nurse
provides direct health care to students in
emergent situations, she or he also must
manage the collaborative care of chronic
health conditions, as well as acute injury
and illness.
In addition, the school nurse provides
the leadership, management and health
planning knowledge and experience to
pursue many additional responsibilities.
These include, but are not limited to, health
education and promotion, screening and
referrals for health conditions, monitoring
and counseling students for a variety of
physical and psychological conditions or
problems, the development and evaluation
of school health programs and policies, ﬁeld
trip planning, assessing and monitoring
the school environment for health hazards,
as well as assisting with emergency and
disaster planning and preparedness.
Collaborative school health model
needed for successful health planning
ANA believes that successful health
planning requires the cooperation and
participation of healthcare professionals,
teachers, school administrators and staff
along with students, families and their
communities. As part of that collaborative
school health model, and to assure children’s
safety, ANA believes that other responsible
people in the school setting should be trained
and drilled in various health care protocols,
under the direction of the school nurse. The
lack of a school nurse on the premises should
never hinder the school’s ability to respond

“School nurses play a fundamental role in
teaching students how to improve their overall
health, and reduce unhealthy behaviors. School
nurses serve to optimize a student’s health, safety,
and capacity for learning.”
ANA President Rebecca M. Patton, MSN, RN, CNOR
Positives of good health on academic
potential; link of school nurse and
academic performance
A growing body of research emphasizes
the positive effect of children’s good health
on academic potential, and speciﬁcally,
the positive link between school nurse
availability and student attendance and
academic performance. The Journal of
School Health published a 2004 study that
associated school nurse involvement with
positive inﬂuences on health and disease
management. The Journal of School Nursing
and the American School Board Journal
each published studies which showed a
correlation between facilities with a full
time nurse and better school performance
and attendance.
The prevalence and complexity of
children’s health problems affect every
US classroom, with the US Agency for
Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ)
reporting that roughly 20 million of the
nation’s children suffering from at least
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to emergencies and urgent situations; either
by telephone or through well-rehearsed
protocols, the school nurse can assist others
in providing the high quality care that all
school children deserve.
On any given weekday, as much as 20%
of the combined US population of children
and adults can be found in schools. ANA
strongly believes that public policy must
guarantee a central health care professional
- educated, knowledgeable and with up-todate skills - to be available daily to students
in the educational setting, to best protect the
fundamental public health and educational
priority our nation’s children represent. That
professional is the registered school nurse.
For more information about ANA’s
position on school nurses and children’s
health and safety in schools, please go
to http:/www.nursingworld.org/readroom/
position/practice/AssuringSafeHealthCareP
reK.pdf.

ANA Adopts Principles Associated
With HPV Vaccine
Since the introduction of the first cervical cancer vaccine (Gardasil) last year, there
has been a flurry of legislative activity within 39 states plus the District of Columbia,
much of which seeks to mandate administration of the vaccine to girls in order for reentry into school. The debate, in large part,
has centered with the failure to acknowledge parents’ rights. Other concerns include
funding the costs of immunizations ($360.
for the three injections) which are not necessarily covered by insurance and limited
clinical studies and experience to date as to
the vaccine’s safety and efficacy.
ANA’s Committee on Legislation
approved and the Board pf Directors adopted principles associated with the HPV vaccine. The principles are as follows; ANA:
1. Supports the implementation of policies, regulatory and legislative strategies that
promote childhood and adolescent health,
including immunizations recommended by
the Advisory Committee on Immunization
Practices (ACIP).
2. Recommends that HPV vaccine legislation, at the very least, include provisions
for: parental choice; the opportunity to “opt
out” after having received education as to
the relationship between HPV and cervical
cancer funding for access, should a health
plan not provide coverage or for those individuals who are uninsured.
3. Supports continued research to monitor the continued efficacy of this vaccine;
support the development of new and refined
vaccines; and determine appropriateness for
expanding coverage to males.

ANA
Urges
Involvement
in
International Year of the Nurse
Campaign
TheAmerican NursesAssociation (ANA),
as part of its commitment to advancing the
nursing profession, encourages nurses and
health care professionals around the world
to take part in a campaign urging the United
Nations to adopt resolutions declaring 2010
International Year of the Nurse, and 20112020 a UN Decade for a Healthy World.
Nurses can sign an on-line pledge resolving
to work together in improving health care
for all communities.
ANA is proud to be one of the sponsors of
the Nightingale Declaration Campaign and
joins with a coalition of nursing, educational
and health care organizations in building
support for this international effort. The goal
is to demonstrate the nursing community’s
commitment to improving health care
locally, nationally and internationally
through nursing practices that reﬂect the
principles of Florence Nightingale.
Learn more, or to join the
campaign, please visit
www.nightingaledeclaration.net

Full-time/Part-time APRN Clinical Nurse Specialist
in child and adolescent psychiatry
needed to provide medication, under the supervision of a psychiatrist,
as well as psychotherapy to children in a Child Guidance Clinic setting.
Spanish-speaking a plus. Excellent salary and benefits.
Send resume to Dee Jackson, Director of Outpatient Department,
Child Guidance Center of Greater Bridgeport
180 Fairfield Avenue, Bridgeport, CT 06604 or Fax to (203) 394-6534.

AA/EOE
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SAVE THE DATE!
Monday, October 29, 2007
Connecticut Nurses’ Association’s
101th Annual Convention!
“Nursing: Our Profession, Practice and Passion”
Our profession unites us all as we practice in the multitude of varied settings.
Our faculty presenters will bring their passion for nursing practice and issues
that are of interest and concern for all nurses.
Please join us for a day of education, networking and celebration!

Annual Healthy Child Care CT
Child Care Consultant Training
Directors of child care, Head Start and
school readiness programs
• New
health consultants in child care and
school readiness programs • Mental
Health consultants • Early intervention
nurses • Directors/owners of ECE
programs
**We encourage teams of consultants
(health, mental health, education) to
attend the training together, team
tuition rates may be available.
Where: to be determined, once dates
are set.
What: This Child Care Consultant
Trainings is presented by the
Connecticut Nurses’ Association. The
training continues to offer exciting
new curriculum for consultants in the
early care and education community.
The curriculum is based on a model
developed by the National Training
Institute for Child Care Health
Consultants at the University of North
Carolina School of Public Health. In
addition, representatives from each
discipline (health, mental health and
education), and the Healthy Child
Care America grantees in the six New
England states, as well as staff from the
Region 1 Head Start Quality Initiative,
have participated in developing this
training. The face-to-face trainings
are supplemented with self-study
assignments done through CD ROMs.
In addition, each participant receives
cd-roms that contain resources from
the National Training Institute for
Child Care Health Consultation.
Who:
• Health consultants in child care
and school readiness programs and
Head Start health managers • New
consultants in early care and education
• Education consultants in child care
and school readiness programs and
Head Start education managers
•

When: The dates for this year’s
training series will be announced.
Generally it is a four or five day
training, continuing for one/two days a
month to complete the days.
Registration
Information:
Participants must register for all days
of training. The cost for the training
this year has yet to be determined.
Registration material will be posted
on the CT Nurses’ Association website
– www.ctnurses.org -- and through our
email list serves. If you are not on
our list serve email please email Pat
Anderson at andersonpw66@sbcglobal.
net to be added to our list. Registration
is handled through the CT Nurses’
Association.
Questions: Please email Kim Sandor
at K.Sandor@comcast.net
Information about presenters,
topics,
materials
provided,
curriculum, learning and networking
opportunities and more… available
at www.ctnurses.org and click on
Child Care Health Consultants,
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Continuing Nursing
Education Update
The CNA Approver Unit would like to take this opportunity to thank the Sponsors and Providers of Continuing Nursing
Education who have purchased the new 2007 version of their respective manuals. It has been quite a time of change and transition
but the efforts on all sides have brought us through the most difficult period.
If any Sponsor or Provider has not purchased the 2007 manual, please do so soon - as the changes that went into effect January 1, 2007 - affect each of you, even if it is
not time to re-apply. Manual order forms are available to download from CNA’s website – www.ctnurses.org
Activities Approved form 1/1/2007 to 5/15/2007
Open QBS, LLC Behavioral Incident Prevention and Management 2.0CH
Open DPH - Applied Epidemiology for Public Health Nurses: An Independent Study 7.5 CH
2/27/07 Jeannette Perlman – Individual Motivation that Influence Treatment 2.0CH
3/21/07 CSPAN - Coagulation Abnormalities and Interventional Treatment in the Perioperative setting 1.5 CH
3/24/07 MedOptions, Inc - Dementia Behaviors: New Guidelines for Treatment 3.1CH
3/28/07 DPH - Diabetes Mellitus 2007: Review and Update 7.0CH
4/2/07 New England Regional Minority Health Committee - Eliminating Racial and Ethnic Health Disparities by 2010: Moral and Economic Imperatives 14.25CH
4/3/07 CCMC - Nursing Professionalism: Taking Care of the Next Level 6.5CH
4/3/07 CT Chapter IAFN - A Pebble in the Water: Surviving Sexual Violence 4.0CH
4/5/07 CT Chapter of the Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Disorders Association, Inc - Quality of Life Throughout the Continuum of Care 5.75CH
4/12/07 VNA- South Central CT - Understanding Stroke 1.75CH
5/2/07 CPA - When Childbirth Becomes a Crisis 3.0CH
5/5/07 Hospital for Special Care – Care of the Child with Complex Medical Needs 5.75CH
5/7/07-6/15/07 Quinnipiac University Department of Nursing - SAFE and Interpersonal Violence Education for Health Professionals 48.0CH
5/9/07 CCMC - Pediatric Practices Today 5.75CH
5/10/07 CT Clinical Nursing Associates, LLC – Skin Failure: Pathophysiological Event or Nursing Catastrophe? 1.0CH
5/10/07 The Hospital of Central CT - Schwartz Rounds 1.0CH
5/16/07 MedOptions, Inc.- Documentation: Evaluation and Management of the Medical and Psychiatric Care of Residents in LTC 2.0CH
CE Available -Nurses Role in Tobacco Prevention and Cessation for Adolescents
The Nurses Role in Tobacco Prevention and Cessation for Adolescents is the latest online continuing education offering. Tobacco use is the single most preventable cause
of morbidity and mortality in the Unites States today. Almost all of today’s current smokers started in their teen years. The goal/purpose of this independent study module is
to call attention to adolescent smoking and encourage nurses in many settings to intervene. Resources and opportunities for tobacco prevention and cessation are described.
This Independent Study Module (ISM) was developed for Partners in Program Planning for Adolescent Health (PIPPAH), a federally funded program administered by the
American Nurses Foundation (ANF) of the American Nurses Association.
Go to: http://www.nursingworld.org/mods/mod424/tobaccoadolabs.htm

I Love My Job bause of the
Top Salary, Daily Pay, Great Shifts,
and I Work When I Want!!
Nursefinders has thousands of quality health care and nursing jobs from which to choose.
We place RN’s, LVN/LPN’s, licensed therapists, technicians, nursing aides, medical/clerical
personnel and more. Whether you are looking for per diem, home care or travel positions,
let Nursefinders help you find the work you want, when you want it!!

Immediate Openings For:

• RN’s • LPN’s • HOSPICE NURSES

401k Retirement Plan, Paid Vacations, Medical Insurance available.
SIGN ON BONUS!!
EARN LOYALTY REWARDS TURN THEM INTO CASH!!

Call Today For Placement Tomorrow!!

Cardiac - Vascular Review ‘07
Review seminars offer practical applications, valuable study tips, and solid
strategies that you can use immediately in preparation for certification exams.
Core concentration areas pertaining to specialty area are:
• Cardiac and Vascular Risk • Risk Reduction • Hypertension Management
• Dsylipidemia Management • Pathophysiologic Processes
• Cardiac and Vascular Assessment • Cardiac and Vascular Disease
Manifestations
• Invasive Management of Cardiac and Vascular Disease
• Cardiovascular Pharmacology • Special Situations
• Psychosocial Aspects
Continuing Education Hours will be awarded with this seminar.
A content slide handbook is included with this seminar.
WHEN: Monday September 10, 2007 8:00a.m.– 4:00 p.m. (ETZ)
WHERE: Hartford Hospital, 80 Seymour Street, Hartford, Connecticut 06102
FEE: Cardiovascular Seminar Hartford Hospital Employees $148.00
Cardiac/ Vascular General Registration $165.00
Please send all pre-registration interests via e-mail to Christina Case at
ccase@harthosp.org. Limited spaces available. Please include EE name,
e-mail address, phone number and hospital affiliation
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Nursing Briefs
Raise the Voice Campaign Highlights
Innovative Nursing Practices.
The American Academy of Nursing
(AAN) has announced the formation of
its Raise the Voice campaign Advisory
Council. Former U.S. Secretary of Health
and Human Services Donna E. Shalala who
is now president of the University of Miami
is chairing this campaign. The Advisory
Council will guide the campaign to show
how nursing’s leaders are providing a range
of innovative and real-world solutions to
help address some of today’s most difficult
health policy challenges.
One example has saved the Pennsylvania
Department of Public Welfare close to 20
percent of their Medicaid costs. Eileen
Sullivan-Marx, RN, PhD, FAAN an
associate professor and associate dean
for Practice & Community Affairs at the
University of Pennsylvania School of
Nursing has created a project for frail, inner
city elders that allows them to live at home
and in their communities while receiving
health care that meets their physical and
emotional needs. The campaign highlights
how nursing’s experts and researchers are
finding solutions that otheres are debating.
Small steps but great promise. To read more
about the campaign to www.aannet.org
AHRQ Analysis Probes Link Between
Nurse Staffing Levels, Patient Outcomes
A literature review published in March
by the Agency for Healthcare Research and
Quality (AHRQ) suggests that increased
nurse staffing levels in hospitals are
associated with—but may not cause—
decreased patient mortality, shorter length
of stay and lower risk of adverse events. To
evaluate how staffing levels relate to care
outcomes, researchers reviewed data from
94 observational studies conducted between
1990 and 2006. Most of the individual studies
reviewed found that lower nurse-to-patient
ratios contributed to reductions in hospital
mortality, length of stay and adverse events
after adjusting for patient and provider
characteristics. The meta-analysis showed
that the greatest improvements tended to
be seen among surgical and critical care
patients, with ratios of 3.5 surgical patients
per nurse and 2.5 intensive care patients per
nurse associated with the greatest reduction
in poor outcomes. Meanwhile, across all
nursing units, the meta-analysis found that
each additional patient assigned to a nurse
was associated with a 7 percent increased
risk of developing hospital-acquired
pneumonia, a 53 percent increased risk of
suffering pulmonary failure and a 17 percent
increased risk of experiencing overall
medical complications. The researchers
say they were unable to determine the
optimal nursing staffing level because
the studies they analyzed used different
methodologies and measurements. They
add that the staffing-outcome relationships
are not necessarily causal because they
may stem in part from facilities’ general
commitment to quality improvement and
other factors. In addition, the researchers
note that “overall hospital commitment
to a high quality of care in combination
with effective nurse retention strategies
leads to better patient outcomes, patient
satisfaction with overall and nursing
care, and nurse satisfaction with job and
provided care” (AHRQ abstract, March

2007)
Opposing Views of Nursing Shortage’s
Effect on Care
Health Affairs Surveys Reveal Opposing
Views of Nursing Shortage’s Effect on Care
An analysis published in the May
issue of Health Affairs indicates that
stakeholders’ views on the nurse shortage’s
implications for hospital patient care vary
widely, potentially posing barriers to the
adoption of long-term solutions. To compare
multiple perspectives on the nurse shortage,
researchers from Vanderbilt University
Medical Center and Massachusetts General
Hospital examined the results of three
surveys conducted by Harris Interactive
in 2004 and 2005. Researchers found that
the majority of survey respondents who
reported observing a nurse shortage at their
facility said they perceived the problem as
very or somewhat serious. The majority
of RNs and chief nursing officers (CNOs)
expressed considerable concern about the
shortage’s impact on nurses’ ability to ensure
patient safety and promptly detect patient
complications. Most physicians and chief
executive officers (CEOs), however, did not
share similar views. In addition, physicians
and nurses were more likely than CEOs and
CNOs to report that most of the Institute of
Medicine’s six aims for improving health
care-which include increasing time for team
collaboration, nurses’ time with patients and
the quality of nurses’ work life-have been
negatively affected by the nurse shortage.
Furthermore, 91 percent of RNs said the
shortage would prompt nurses to leave
the profession, compared with 79 percent
of hospital CEOs. In addition, 94 percent
of CEOs said the shortage would result in
higher nurse pay, compared with only 48
percent of RNs.
Disconnect is troubling
In light of the findings, researchers
suggest that hospital CEOs are not fully
aware of the role that nurses play in patient
safety, a “disconnect [that] is troubling” and
warrants further consideration. Researchers
add that the variation in perceptions
reinforces the importance of strengthening
communication and collaboration among
hospital staff members, particularly
in promoting positive nurse-physician
teamwork to improve patient safety.
They conclude that, although future nurse
shortages may occur, “improvements in
interdisciplinary teamwork.could mitigate
their harmful impacts.” (Buerhaus et al.,
Health Affairs, May/June 2007
WHO Collaborating Centre for
Patient Safety Releases Nine Life-Saving
Patient Safety Solutions
Nine solutions to prevent health care
errors that harm millions of people daily
throughout the world were recently unveiled
by the World Health Organization’s (WHO)
Collaborating Centre for Patient Safety
Solutions The nine Patient Safety Solutions
are available for use by WHO Member
States.
The Patient Safety Solutions address the
issues of look-alike, sound-alike medication
names; correct patient identification; handover communications; correct procedure at
the correct body site; control of concentrated
electrolyte solutions; medication accuracy;
catheter and tubing mis-connections; needle
reuse and injection device safety; and hand
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hygiene. The basic purpose of the solutions
is to guide the re-design of care processes
to prevent inevitable human errors from
actually reaching patients.
The individual Patient Safety Solutions
identify the following challenges and
strategies:
Look-Alike, Sound-Alike Medication
Names - Confusing drug names is one
of the most common causes of medication
errors and is a worldwide concern. With
tens of thousands of drugs currently on
the market, the potential for error created
by confusing brand or generic drug
names and packaging is significant. The
recommendations focus on using protocols
to reduce risks and ensuring prescription
legibility or the use of preprinted orders
or electronic prescribing.
Patient Identification – The
widespread and continuing failures to
correctly identify patients often leads
to medication, transfusion and testing
errors; wrong person procedures; and
the discharge of infants to the wrong
families. The recommendations place
emphasis on methods for verifying patient
identity, including patient involvement in
this process; standardization of identification
methods across hospitals in a health care
system; and patient participation in this
confirmation; and use of protocols for
distinguishing the identity of patients with
the same name.
Communication During Patient HandOvers - Gaps in hand-over (or hand-off)
communication between patient care units,
and between and among care teams, can
cause serious breakdowns in the continuity of
care, inappropriate treatment, and potential
harm for the patient. The recommendations
for improving patient hand-overs include
using protocols for communicating critical
information; providing opportunities for
practitioners to ask and resolve questions
during the hand-over; and involving patients
and families in the hand-over process.
Performance of Correct Procedure
at Correct Body Site - Considered totally
preventable, cases of wrong procedure or
wrong site surgery are largely the result
of miscommunication and unavailable, or
incorrect, information. A major contributing
factor to these types of errors is the lack
of a standardized preoperative process.
The recommendations to prevent these
types of errors rely on the conduct of a
preoperative verification process; marking
of the operative site by the practitioner who
will do the procedure; and having the team
involved in the procedure take a “time out”
immediately before starting the procedure
to confirm patient identity, procedure, and
operative site.
Control of Concentrated Electrolyte
Solutions - While all drugs, biologics,
vaccines and contrast media have a defined
risk profile, concentrated electrolyte
solutions that are used for injection are
especially dangerous. The recommendations
address standardization of the dosing, units
of measure and terminology; and prevention
of mix-ups of specific concentrated
electrolyte solutions.
Assuring Medication Accuracy at
Transitions in Care – Medication errors occur
most commonly at transitions. Medication
reconciliation is a process designed to

prevent medication errors at patient
transition points. The recommendations
address creation of the most complete
and accurate list of all medications the
patient is currently taking—also called the
“home” medication list comparison of the
list against the admission, transfer and/or
discharge orders when writing medication
orders and communication of the list to the
next provider of care whenever the patient
is transferred or discharged.
Avoiding Catheter and Tubing MisConnections - The design of tubing,
catheters, and syringes currently in use is
such that it is possible to inadvertently cause
patient harm through connecting the wrong
syringes and tubing and then delivering
medication or fluids through an unintended
wrong route. The recommendations address
the need for meticulous attention to detail
when administering medications and feedings
(i.e., the right route of administration), and
when connecting devices to patients (i.e.,
using the right connection/tubing).
Single Use of Injection Devices - One of
the biggest global concerns is the spread of
Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV), the
Hepatitis B Virus (HBV), and the Hepatitis
C Virus (HCV) because of the reuse of
injection needles. The recommendations
address the need for prohibitions on the
reuse of needles at health care facilities;
periodic training of practitioners and other
health care workers regarding infection
control principles; education of patients and
families regarding transmission of blood
borne pathogens; and safe needle disposal
practices.
Improved Hand Hygiene to Prevent
Health Care-Associated Infection (HAI)
It is estimated that at any point in time
more than 1.4 million people worldwide
are suffering from infections acquired in
hospitals. Effective hand hygiene is the
primary preventive measure for avoiding this
problem. The recommendations encourage
the implementation of strategies that make
alcohol-based hand-rubs readily available
at points of patient care; access to a safe,
continuous water supply at all taps/faucets;
staff education on correct hand hygiene
techniques; use of hand hygiene reminders
in the workplace; and measurement of hand
hygiene compliance through observational
monitoring and other techniques.
The Patient Safety Solutions were
developed with the assistance of an
International Steering Committee of patient
safety experts and patient representatives,
as well as Regional Advisory Councils in
Europe, the Middle East, and the AsiaPacific region. A major international field
review of the proposed solutions was also
conducted to gather feedback from leading
patient safety entities, accrediting bodies,
ministries of health, international health
professional organizations and practitioners,
patients, and other experts.
For more information or to view the
complete Patient Safety Solutions, please
access www.jointcommissioninternational.
org/solutions.
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Nurses Week Celebrations
Connecticut Nurses
Celebrate 2007 Nurses Week

State Nurses of the Year 2007

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Nursing: A Profession and a Passion
– theme for week
Each year, National Nurses Week is
celebrated between May 6, also known as
National Nurses Day, and May 12, Florence
Nightingale’s birthday. Most facilities in
the state celebrated the week with events
honoring their nursing staff. There were also
statewide events including a celebration at
the Capitol.
Proclamations were issued by Governor
M. Jodi Rell and the General Assembly in
honor of Nurses Week and were presented at
the Capitol during the Leadership and Policy

Work Group of the Future of Nursing’s
event.
Norma Gyle, RN, PhD, deputy
commissioner of the Department of
Public Health, presented the Governor’s
proclamation. The legislature’s proclamation
was presented by Senator William
Nickerson (R-Greenwich / Stamford).
Nickerson played a key role in helping
to arrange the event. Other speakers
included Lieutenant Governor Michael
Fedele and Vivienne Friday, RN, MSN, staff
development coordinator, Genesis Health
Care Corporation.

Visit Us Online,
Anytime!
www.ctnurses.org

At a celebratory program held on May
24, 2007 nurses who work in state of
Connecticut facilities and departments were
honored. Anne D. Gnazzo, commissioner,
Department of Administrative Services
hosted the annual event at the Old Judiciary
Room in the Capitol.
The nurses were honored in two
categories – administrative/education and
direct care nurses. Barbara Dingfelder,
APRN, MSN, MPH, CHES from the
Department of Public Health was honored
as the 2007 State Nurse of the Year in
the administrative / education category and
Maureen Worley, RN, BSN, UConn Health
Center, John Dempsey Hospital received the
2007 State Nurse of the Year honor in the
direct care category.
Nominees from other departments and
facilities were:

Administrative/Education
Karen Barna, APRN, Department of
Mental Health and Addiction Services
Katherine Pellerin, RN, Department. of
Education, Norwich Technical High School
Lillian Rafeldt, RN, Three Rivers
Community College
Direct Care Nurse
Brenda Chyra, RN, Department. of
Mental Retardation
Linda Dame, RN, Norwich Technical
High School
Juanita Durham, APRN, UConn Health
Center, Correctional Managed Health Care
Madeline Gonzalez, RN, Department of
Children and Families
Deborah Howley, Department. of Mental
Health and Addiction Services
Debbora Sutherland, APRN, Department.
of Veterans Affairs
Also receiving honorable mention
recognition were Ann Bello, RN, Norwalk
Community College; Dr. Barbara Piscopo,
Western Connecticut State University and
Dorothy Phillips, RN, Eastern Connecticut
State University.

6
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“Caring Comes First”

Access Placement, Inc.

A Rehabilitation & Long Term Care Provider

1-800-709-6007 • Fax 1-860-571-6072

• Full Time 11-7 RN Supervisor
• 32 hour MDS Coordinator
• Baylor weekend RN Supervisors
Excellent Starting Rates Great Beneﬁt Package
Contact:

Lisa Avery, DNS at 860-399-6216
or E-mail: LAvery@SaybrookHC.com

Call Mrs. Antonio at

--- Acute Care --• Director of Clinical Support Service

Must have Stafﬁng/Scheduling;
Float Pool/Per Diem Experience
- Salary Range $90,000 - 110,000

• Accreditation Manager - Salary DOE
• Quality Improvement Coordinator

- Salary DOE

--- Long Term Care --• Assistant Director of Nurses

- Salary to $83,200

Harborside Healthcare is looking for:

RN/LPN to Fill Full Time, Part
Time and Per diem Positions
We offer Full Benefits Package
& Tuition Reimbursement

• 3-11 RN Supervisor - Salary DOE
• MDS Coordinator - Salary DOE

www.ctnurses.org

CRNA

For consideration of these
positions please contact:
DON - Grace Blasiak
at: (860) 561-702
Fax: (860) 313-5434
E-mail: gblasiak@hbrside.com
Harborside Healthcare - The Reservoir
1 Emily Way, West Hartford, CT 06107

JOIN
CNA
TODAY!

www.harborsidehealthcare.com

www.ctnurses.org

LUCRATIVE PART TIME CONTRACT
POSITIONS AVAILABLE
for qualiﬁed CRNA to provide anesthesia for patients undergoing
pregnancy terminations in a state licensed outpatient clinic.
Comfortable, secure work environment, generous compensation
and malpractice coverage provided.
Interested parties may fax or e-mail resume/CV to

860-493-6583 or summitcareers@yahoo.com

Excellence.
We take it personally.

Benchmark Assisted Living, 43 communities
strong, with 15 in CT, is searching for unique
associates who share our values around
commitment, integrity, teamwork and care.

Experienced RNs for
Director & Supervisor
Level Positions.
Require 1 year experience in home
care. Strong computer skills are desired.
Responsibilities include: operations, hiring,
training and assessments.

Benchmark Assisted Living
Forward resumes to: mwerber@benchmarkquality.com

Fax: 781-489-7289 • Call: 978-290-6610

www.benchmarkquality.com
We take diversity personally. Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Nurse and English Professor

On March 1, 2007 The Middletown Press (CT) ran a story about Rose Quiello, who is
both a veteran nurse and a professor of English at Southern Connecticut State University.
Shannon Becker wrote the piece, “Professor, nurse to lead novel discussion series.” The
article uses a short series of talks Quiello has planned at a local library to bring out links
between Quiello’s two careers, and between health care and literature generally. The piece
gives the public a good profile of a literate, articulate nurse. Quiello rightly suggests
that looking closely at literature can improve nurses’ powers of clinical assessment and
empathy. We would go even further: because textual analysis can help us understand and
respond to human behavior, it can help nurses become better advocates for their patients-and themselves. We thank Shannon Becker and the Middletown Press for this helpful,
interesting piece.
Center for Nursing Advocacy [news_alerts@nursingadvocacy.org] retrieved on
5/24/07

GET CLEAN STARTER KIT

◊ Basic H2Organic Super
Cleaning Concentrate
◊ Basic H2Organic Super
Cleaning Wipes
◊ Nature Bright Laundry Booster
& Stain Remover
◊ Scour Off Heavy Duty Paste
◊ Dish Wash Concentrate
◊ Dish Wash Automatic Concentrate
◊ Fresh Laundry Concentrate (Liquid)
◊ Hand Wash Concentrate
◊ Soft Fabric Concentrate
◊ Soft Fabric Dryer Sheets
AND MUCH MORE!

Because when it comes to keeping your house clean
and the earth safe, you shouldn’t have to choose.
Go to your cupboard right now. Pick a cleaner, any
cleaner. Does it contain chlorine, phenol, ammonia, or
formaldehyde? These – and more – may be toxic. Toxic
as in dangerous, as in hurtful, as in not very clean at all.
Home is no place for stuff like that. So start by getting
rid of those troublemakers. Then call in Get Clean.
When you welcome Get Clean into your home, none
of those hazardous things come with it. So you can be
sure you’re letting in products that care as much about
your family’s safety as you do.

www.shaklee.net/healthunlimited/getclean/getstarted/index

To order in English or Spanish, call 1.800.SHAKLEE (1.800.742.5533) Sponsor ID# - DA16952

Real World Training
Are you a BSN Nursing Professional
looking to earn additional income?
We are now accepting applications for
LPN instructors. Day, Evening and
Saturday positions available.
No teaching experience is required.
For More Information or to Apply
Please E-mail us at:
employment@stoneacademy.com
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Nurses in the News
Judy Ellsworth Named
School Nurse of the Year
Judy Ellsworth, school nurse for
Coginchaug High School in Durham, was
honored as Connecticut School Nurse of the
Year at the Association of School Nurses
of Connecticut dinner, held recently at the
Hawthorne Inn in Berlin. One of her
colleagues described her as the epitome of
what a Nurse of the Year nominee should
be for any setting (hospital or community)
and how fortunate it is for Durham that she
chose school nursing.
Prior to school nursing, Ellsworth was a
nurse manager at Yale-New Haven Hospital.
She was recognized for her outstanding
organizational skills, dedication, and
accountability. She has often handled
injuries during athletic games after school
as she frequently stays until 5 p.m. to finish
paper work. Her generosity does not stop

with lending the students lunch money. She
is the first to supply a dinner or a ride to
someone in need in her quiet and calm, no
thanks needed manner.

Marylyn Kusek Receives “Distinguished
Service Award” From Connecticut
Assisted Living Association
Marylyn Kusek, a registered nurse and
director of wellness for Sterling Glen of
Darien, an independent and assisted living
senior residence, was recently honored at the
Connecticut Assisted Living Association’s
(CALA) annual awards dinner. Kusek
received the 2006 “Distinguished Service
Award” for her long-time, dedicated level of
service to the organization.
Kusek is a leading spokesperson for
matters on assisted living and has worked
in the assisted living ﬁeld for twenty years.
She has served as Sterling Glen of Darien’s
director of wellness since its opening in
1997 and prior to that was wellness director
for Sterling Glen of Stamford. In addition,
she has played an integral role in developing
and maintaining CALA’s training and
education program for newly hired assisted
living supervisors. She has emphasized a
particular focus for these training sessions in
the areas of documentation and medication
management issues. In her distinguished

career, Kusek has also served for several
years as a co-chairperson on the Nursing
Supervisory Committee for CALA.

Join CNA Today!
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VNHSC is seeking to add the following positions to our growing homecare agency:

RN CASE MANAGER (FT/PT)
$10,000 Sign-on Bonus

Monday - Friday and minimal weekend commitment with
one year of med/surg required.

Visiting
Nurse &
HEALTH SERVICES
OF CONNECTICUT

HOSPICE RN CASE MANAGER

Luz’s Scrub Shop
Pick up your coupon and save $5 on any
purchase over $50.00 or more.
We carry Nursing uniforms, clogs, support
stockings, and Chef uniforms.

$10,000 Sign-on Bonus

Oncology/Hospice experience and one year med/surg
experience preferred.

Offer starts 4/30/07 to 6/30/07.

RN WEEKENDS ON-CALL
$5,000 Sign-on Bonus

Work Fri. 11 pm- 8 am, Sat & Sun. 4:30 pm - 8 am. Triage
patient calls, and make scheduled and unscheduled visits.
Recent med-surg experience is required; home care and
8 Keynote Drive, Vernon, CT 06066
hospice experience is preferred. We offer generous on call
860-872-9163 pay plus additional pay for visits.

Also, we have a price drawing
of a $5 gift cerﬁﬁcate.
Cut out - bring in 5% off coupon available at store.

Fax: 860-870-6580

VNHSC is committed to a smoke-free, drug-free environment
Web CT1844279 • EOE M/F/D/V
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Luz’s Scrub Shop • 29 East Street Rt. 10 • Plainville, CT 06062
1-860-747-0065 • luzsscrubshop@yahoo.com
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Join CNA Today!
www.ctnurses.org
Providing Comprehensive Home Care &
Community Health Services Since 1911
Serving the towns of Brookﬁeld, Danbury, New
Fairﬁeld, Newtown, Redding, Southbury, Woodbury
and other towns in Northern Fairﬁeld County.
• Skilled Nursing • Medical Social Work
• IV Therapy • Home Health Aides
• Wound Care • Flu Vaccinations
• Hi-Tech OB • Home Telemonitoring
• Therapies: PT-OT-ST • Immunizations
• Nutrition Therapy • Mobile Health Clinic
• Respiratory Therapy

Services Available 24 hours / 7 days a week.

The Skill of Massage—the Art of Healing
CONNECTICUT CENTER
FOR MASSAGE THERAPY

203-792-4120 • 4 Liberty Street, Danbury
www.danburyvna.org
Accredited by the Joint
Commission on Accreditation
of Healthcare Organizations

VNAA

Visiting Nurse
Association of
America

Enhance your credentials, broaden your healthcare background ...
Adding the complementary skill of massage therapy to your
professional repertoire is a great way to enhance your credentials
and broaden your healthcare background. It is a natural extension
of your current education and training, and is a wonderful additional
service to be able to provide to your existing clients.
Connecticut Center for Massage Therapy is dedicated exclusively
to providing massage therapy training since 1980. Our focus on
mind-body-heart empowers students to make a healthy difference
in the lives of the people they touch. CCMT offers ﬂexible full and
part-time schedules and is accredited by the Commission on
Massage Therapy Accreditation.

Visit www.ccmt.edu for information

Newington main campus: 75 Kitts Lane (877) 282-2268
Westport branch: 25 Sylvan Road South (877) 292 -2268
Groton branch: 1154 Poquonnock Road (877) 295 -2268
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Advanced Practice Registered Nurse (APRN)
Rapidly expanding, Comprehensive, Hematology/Oncology practice
is seeking an APRN to work with our dynamic team of caregivers.
Join two fellow APRN’s to work in collaboration with our Physicians.
This exciting position would include working in our growing anticoagulation clinic as well as assessing patients in our infusion suite.

Work schedule is negotiable. Competitive salary &
beneﬁts. Don’t pass up this wonderful opportunity.

For further information contact,
Anne Slam - Practice Administrator
at: 860-886-8362 Ext. 240
www.echoassociates.org
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Environmental Health
Environmental Health
Information - Disposal of
Medications
Connecticut Nurses’ Association is leading nursing
efforts in Connecticut to make changes that will
benefit our patients, our families and friends, our
communities and our workplaces. The long term
benefits of this work are invaluable. Central to our
role as nurses is prevention. The Association is
committed to creating the future that nurses want
and the public needs.

Cancer and Cosmetics
A recent article in the Toronto Globe and Mail pointed out that while Canadians have
become savvy about chemicals in their food, little mention has been made of the chemicals
that clean our hair and moisturize our skin day in and day out.
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/servlet/story/RTGAM.20070414.wcosmetics0414/
BNStory/specialScienceandHealth/home
The article relates to the 2006 ANA HOD Resolution entitled “Nursing Practice,
Chemical Exposure, and the Right-to-Know” which:
“RESOLVED, that ANA supports industry research that results in the development of
safe cosmetics and personal care products.
RESOLVED, that the ANA endorse and sign on to the “National Campaign for Safe
Cosmetics” and encourages CMAs to do the same in order to educate nurses and the public
to take precautions when using cosmetics and personal care products, and to urge United
States cosmetic companies to sign a compact to remove untested chemicals from cosmetics
by 2010.”
This brief reference to hazards found in commonly used cosmetics is included at the
end of the article:
Pretty dangerous
Some compounds in personal-care products are worth watching out for.
• Lead acetate: A known reproductive toxin banned in the European Union but found
in some hair dyes and cleansers in North America.
• Formaldehyde: A known carcinogen found in some nail products.
• Toluene: A possible reproductive or developmental toxin found in some nail
polishes.
• Petroleum distillates: Possible carcinogen prohibited in the EU, but found in some
mascara, perfume and lipstick in North America.
• Ethyl acrylate: A possible carcinogen found in some mascara.
• Coal tar: A known carcinogen found in dandruff shampoos, anti-itch creams and hair
dyes.
• Dibutyl phthalate: An endocrine disruptor and possible reproductive or developmental
toxin found in some nail polish, perfume and hair spray.
• Sodium lauryl sulfate: A skin irritant prone to contamination by a probable carcinogen
called 1,4-dioxane used in many soaps and shampoos for its foaming properties.
• Methyl, propyl, butyl and ethyl paraben: Endocrine disruptors and possible breast
carcinogens used as a preservative in cosmetics such as lotions and shampoos. Margaret
Philp; Source: Campaign for Safe Cosmetics, Environmental Working Group

Second Year Funding for
Environmental Health Efforts
Officials of the Connecticut Nurses’ Association are proud to announce that the
Association will be funded for a second year to work with the Coalition for a Safe and
Healthy CT. The 2007-2008 efforts will continue education and advocacy with nurses and
the public about using safer alternatives for toxic chemicals found in a range of products
that are used in households, health care facilities and in personal care products.
Opportunities
The Association continues to collect the names of nurses who are interested in this
work. To learn more about this opportunity – please contact info@ctnurses.org or call
203-238-1207.
Environmental Health Resrouces
Resources for environmental health are available at www.ctnurses.org and click on
Environmental Health.
The Coalition for a Safe and Healthy Connecticut is a network of health, consumer,
environmental justice, labor, and community groups uniting to prevent harm to our health
from toxic chemicals.

Visit Us Online, Anytime! www.ctnurses.org
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Legislative Day 2007 “Nurses: Our Impact in the Political Arena”
-->
From left: Mary Jane Williams, chair,
Government Relations Committee,
Rep. James Spallone and Margaret
Flinter, president, Connecticut Nurses’
Association
<-- Margaret Flinter, president of
CNA (left) with Karen Daley, keynote
speaker.

-->
Senator Edith Prague (left) with Marily
Richard, treasuer, CT Nurses Political
Action Committee

<-- Nurses who presented “Nurses
Finding Their Voices” from left:
Sharon Gauthier, Kathy Visinski,
Jane Olmstead-MacFarlane and
Maria Sanzo.
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General Assembly Completing Work
of organizations can request a legislator
to introduce a bill. This is where the
process starts and where the concepts are
created. Legislators can have requests from
constituents throughout the year and unlike
a “short session,” where only committee
bills are raised, a long session provides
the opportunity for individual legislators
to introduce bills. When you realize that

Continued From Page 1

we have 151 state representatives and 36
senators, it’s understandable why thousands
of bills can be introduced.
So why does this affect me?
Health policy affects nurses every
day in every practice area! The practice
that consumes most of a nurse’s time and
thinking is only possible with protection
and advocacy of issues that will make a

difference in that practice and how a nurse’s
licenses is protected.
The following grid has information that
was available on May 23 . Please note that,
often, support or opposition to a bill has
recommendations that are made during the
time of hearing, when testimony is provided.
Also, there are bills that are of interest to
nurses that are tracked but testimony is not

Bill
Number

Title

1

AN ACT INCREASING ACCESS TO AFFORDABLE, QUALITY HEALTH CARE.

Tracked

provided for a variety of reasons.
The final results of this session will
be available in the September issue of
Connecticut Nursing News, which is also
available at the association’s website, www.
ctnurses.org

Testimony
S = support
O= opposed
R = with recommendations

Outcome

S

T

Dead

T

Dead

T

Dead

AN ACT CONCERNING PATIENT SAFETY TRAINING PROGRAMS.

T

Dead

89

AN ACT ESTABLISHING A STATE-WIDE SYSTEM OF PRIMARY CARE HEALTH CLINICS.

T

Dead

91

AN ACT ALLOWING NURSING HOMES TO ESTABLISH TRAINING PROGRAMS FOR FEEDING ASSISTANTS.

T

Dead

120

AN ACT REQUIRING INCRASED DIRECT CARE STAFFING LEVELS

T

Dead

136

AN ACT CONCERNING DIVERSITY IN THE HEALTH CARE WORKFORCE.

230

AN ACT CONCERNING ASSIGNMENT OF BENEFITS TO A PHYSICIAN

T

238

AN ACT CONCERNING COVERAGE FOR COMMUNITY-BASED MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAMS FOR CHILDREN

T

263

AN ACT CONCERNING A LOAN FORGIVENESS PROGRAM FOR HISTORICALLY UNDERREPRESENTED
STUDENTS PURSUING CAREERS IN THE HEALTH PROFESSION.

513

AN ACT CONCERNING PESTICIDES AND HERBICIDES ADVISORY COMMITTEE

T

Dead

657

AN ACT ESTABLISHING A FALL PREVENTION PROGRAM.

Dead

662

AN ACT CONCERNING THE PROVISION OF FORENSIC NURSING SERVICES TO VICTIMS OF PHYSICAL OR
SEXUAL ASSAULT.

T
T

Dead

671

AN ACT CONCERNING PUBLIC DISCLOSURE OF HOSPITAL STAFFING LEVELS.

T

Dead

681

AN ACT ALLOWING MEDICAL ASSISTANTS TO ADMINISTER IMMUNIZATIONS.

T

Dead

683

AN ACT CONCERNING SCREENING FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD LEAD POISONING.

685

AN ACT CONCERNING COMPASSIONATE CARE FOR VICTIMS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT.

T

742

AN ACT CONCERNING A VETERANS’ HEALTH REGISTRY.

T

756

AN ACT CONCERNING DIAPERS FOR CHILDREN LIVING IN POVERTY.

758

AN ACT CONCERNING A COMPREHENSIVE PLAN TO ERADICATE CHILDHOOD LEAD POISONING.

799

AN ACT CONCERNING A NURSING FACULTY STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM

912

AN ACT CONCERNING AVAILABILITY OF TRAINED EMERGENCY PERSONNEL AT SCHOOL ATHLETIC EVENTS.

T

Dead

933

AN ACT ESTABLISHING A HEALTH LITERACY TASK FORCE.

T

Dead

977

AN ACT CONCERNING RESTRAINTS AND SECLUSION IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS

T

File 760

985

AN ACT CONCERNING ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE.

T

Dead

988

AN ACT PROHIBITING IDLING OF MOTOR VEHICLES

S

1013

AN ACT REQUIRING ACUTE CARE HOSPITALS TO MAKE FORENSIC NURSING SERVICES AVAILABLE TO
PATIENTS

S

1022

AN ACT CONCERNING TOXIC SUBSTANCES IN THE WORKPLACE.

1032

AN ACT REDUCING DIESEL EMISSIONS IN SCHOOL BUS CABINS

S

1057

AN ACT ESTABLISHING A PROGRAM OF HOUSING FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH.

T

1076

AN ACT CONCERNING WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT AND PROGRAMMATIC EXPANSION AT THE
COMMUNITY-TECHNICAL COLLEGES

1114

AN ACT IMPLEMENTING THE GOVERNOR’S BUDGET RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING EDUCATION

1144

AA ESTABLISHING A CENTRAL INDEX FOR ADVANCE HEALTH CARE DIRECTIVES

1191

AN ACT CONCERNING PUBLIC DISCLOSURE OF HOSPITAL STAFFING LEVELS FOR PATIENT SAFETY

1226

AN ACT ESTABLISHING A FALL PREVENTION PROGRAM.

1324

AN ACT CONCERNING HEALTH CARE ACCESS, QUALITY AND FAMILY SUPPORT FOR CHILDREN WITH
SPECIAL HEALTH CARE NEEDS

1330

AN ACT CONCERNING S ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICES

1339

AN ACT CONCERNING AUTOMATIC EXTERNAL DEFIBRILLATORS

47

AN ACT CONCERNING THE SHORTAGE OF NURSES.

80
81

AN ACT CONCERNING YOUTH CAMP LICENSURE REQUIREMENTS AND CERTAIN BOYS & GIRLS CLUBS
OPERATING “DROP-IN CENTER” PROGRAMS.
AN ACT CONCERNING DISCLOSURE OF INVESTIGATIVE REPORTS BY THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
HEALTH.

85
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S with R
Dead

S

S with R ASNC
Dead

S

T

Dead
O with R

T

T
T

Dead

File 306

Dead

Dead
S with R re early
childhood health
S with R

Dead

T
T
S

T
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Bill
Number

Title

Tracked

1340
4108

AN ACT CONCERNING A COMPREHENSIVE PLAN TO ERADICATE CHILDHOOD LEAD POISONING

T

1343

AN ACT CONCERNING COMPASSIONATE CARE FOR VICTIMS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT.

1349

AN ACT ESTABLISHING THE CONNECTICUT SELECT CARE CHOICES PROGRAM.

1364

AN ACT CONCERNING MEDICAID REIMBURSEMENT RATES TO HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS

Testimony
S = support
O= opposed
R = with recommendations

Outcome

S with R

Dead

T

1371

AN ACT ESTABLISHING THE CONNECTICUT SAVES HEALTH CARE PROGRAM

1448

AN ACT EXTENDING THE STATE PHYSICIAN PROFILE AND RELATED MALPRACTICE REPORTING
REQUIREMENTS TO CERTAIN OTHER HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS

T

5075

AN ACT CONCERNING AN APPROPRIATION FOR A REVOLVING LOAN REPAYMENT FUND FOR NURSES IN
SCHOOL-BASED HEALTH CLINICS.

T

5234
LCO 7149

AN ACT BANNING PESTICIDE USE IN MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOLS

Dead
S with R

Dead
S CNA/ASNC

Passed House

T

5292

AN ACT CONCERNING THE ADMINISTRATION OF OVER-THE-COUNTER MEDICATION TO STUDENTS BY
SCHOOL NURSES.
AN ACT PROHIBITING THE DISPOSAL OF MEDICATIONS BY HOSPITALS, NURSING HOMES AND OTHER
INSTITUTIONS TO PUBLIC OR PRIVATE WASTE WATER TREATMENT FACILITIES.

5353

AN ACT CONCERNING THE PREVENTION OF CHILDHOOD OBESITY.

T

5543

AN ACT ENSURING FUNDS FOR UNIVERSAL HEALTH INSURANCE FOR ALL CONNECTICUT RESIDENTS.

S with R

5627

AN ACT PROVIDING FUNDING FOR ACADEMIC NURSING PROGRAMS.

S with R

5628

AN ACT CONCERNING AN APPROPRIATION FOR EXPANSION OF THE NURSE PRECEPTOR PROGRAM AT
THREE RIVERS COMMUNITY-TECHNICAL COLLEGE.

S with R

Dead

5702

AN ACT CONCERNING SAFE WORKPLACES

S

Dead

5751

AN ACT ESTABLISHING A PILOT PROJECT FOR FAMILY NURSE PRACTITIONERS.

5760

AN ACT CONCERNING PREVENTION STRATEGIES FOR VISION PROBLEMS IN YOUNG CHILDREN

O ASNC

Dead

6024

AN ACT CONCERNING SCHOLARSHIPS AND FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FOR NURSES PURSUING MASTER’S
DEGREES.

Dead

6155

AN ACT CONCERNING SCHOOL RECESS.

6273

S with R
S with R
ASNC

AN ACT CONCERNING THE PREVENTIN OF CHILDHOOD LEAD POISONING

6332

AN ACT INCREASING ACCESS TO HEALTH CARE.

S with R

Dead

6396

AN ACT CONCERNING THE USE OF CLEANING PRODLUCTS IN STATE AND MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS

6512

AN ACT ALLOWING STUDENTS WITH FOOD ALLERGIES OR ASTHMA TO SELF-ADMINISTER MEDICATION.

Dead

6655

AN ACT PROVIDING UNIVERSAL HEALTH CARE FOR CONNECTICUT RESIDENTS.

S
O – questioned need
ASNC
S with R

6693

AN ACT CONCERNING CREATION OF A STATE HEALTH CARE PLAN.

S with R

Dead

6715

AN ACT CONCERNING THE PALLIATIVE USE OF MARIJUANA.

S

Passed House

6722
2792

AN ACT CONCERNING HEALTHY KIDS INITIATIVES.

6723

AN ACT CONCERNING THE EDUCATIONAL NEEDS OF CHILDREN AFFECTED BY LEAD POISONING.

6725

AN ACT CONCERNING THE REPORTING OF STUDENT OBESITY DATA

6767

AN ACT CONCERNING ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE.

6838
7020
3663
7035
3403
7096

AN ACT CONCERNING THE USE OF TELEMEDICINE TO PROMOTE EFFICIENCY IN THE DELIVERY OF
HEALTH CARE SERVICES.

5280

Dead
S
Dead

T

T

T

T

Dead
Dead

Dead

Passed House

O with R
ASNC

Combined
w 1340
Dead
Dead

S

T

AN ACT TO PROMOTE INNOVATIONS, SAFE WORKPLACES AND HEALTH IN CONNECTICUT

7102

AN ACT CONCERNING PESTICIDE APPLICATIONS AT SCHOOLS AND THE USE OF ENVIRONMENTALLY
SENSITIVE CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS IN SCHOOLS
AN ACT ADOPTING THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE CONNECTICUT ALLIED HEALTH WORKFORCE POLICY
BOARD

S
S
CNA /ASNC
S

7111

AN ACT CONCERNING ONLINE LICENSE RENEWAL FOR NURSES, PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS

S with R

7155

AN ACT CONCERNING A PROFESSIONAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM FOR HEALTH

S with R

7157

AN ACT CONCERNING DIRET CARE STAFF TRAINING REQUIREMENTS FOR ALZHEIMER’S SPECIAL CARE
UNITS AND PROGRAMS

S

7161

AN ACT REVISING THE DEFINITION OF ADVANCED NURISNG PRACTICE

S

7163

AN ACT CONCERNING REVISIONS TO DEPARTMENT PUBLIC HEATLH

T

7222

AN ACT CONCERNING USE OF UNLICENSED ASSISTIVE PERSONNEL IN RESIDENTIAL CARE HOMES.

T

7235

AN ACT MANDATING INTEGRATED PEST MANAGEMENT AT SCHOOLS

O

7350

AN ACT CONCERNING THE PREVENTION OFXCHILDHOOD OBESITY

O with R ASNC

7366

AN ACT CONCERNING SCHOOL-BASED HEALTH CLINICS AND COMMUNITY BASED HEALTH CENTERS

R ASNC

AN ACT CONCERNING ERGONOMICS AND WORKPLACE SAFETY
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Dead

Passed House/
Senate
Passed House/
Senate

Passed House/
Senate
Dead

R/
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WORK FROM HOME
Learn To Operate A Mini-office Outlet
Using Your Computer
Here’s What’s in This For You!
•
•
•
•
•
•

US Average Incomes: $9,900-$282,000/Year
Time Freedom
Tax Advantages
Financial Freedom
Expense Paid Travel
Free Training and Support

www.createyourlife.org
Are You Tired of Low Wages? $3000+ per Month
Does Your Job Own Your Life? Flexible Hours!
Do You Need to Jump Start Your Career? Voices of Success
-Margaret Trost
In 1997 Margaret’s husband died suddenly. During her time
away to grieve, her income actually grew. “The freedom my
business gives me, allows me to set up a charity to feed 2000
hungry kids in Haiti. I couldn’t do that without this. My income
last year was over $70,000!”

-Jennifer Glacken
“After my husband lost his corporate job we were devastated.
We didn’t know what to do. It wasn’t long before we were able
to replace that income with this business!” “Now I’m able to
home school my kids and I earn $7000 a month working from
home!”
-Barb Lagoni
Has had her own business for over 25 years. She is an author,
taught at the college level and as an avid environmentalist
loves the products. “I love helping people - one of the ladies
I’m working with earned over $30,000 P/T!”
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